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JOHN E.LL.N OUT !CLARENCE PICKERING FULTON GIRL IS
FOR CITY COUNCIL w„.. 0„, „,, TICKET INJURED IN VvRfIK 1 on ,„ „,b,de 1,v „I this 1 ,to „I POSITION IN LEAGUE
=or
\I ‘1111 If I 1 \l Nie
Witt'''. V hi) I t. 5111
At ,Ii .tIt.t.t, 1`!.. 
•
MIMI III tIIIM of the a, a
cundidate for council ter the ity
nom, aebject to the net eel the
Democratic prinuiry, Sane day. Am.:-
ti .:t 7, 1937.
Mr. Melton le well known this
cipmmunity, and has taken an active
part in civic affairs for many yetas.
He has entered the race after friends
have appealed to him to come out.
and makes this plea to the %liters to
consider his candidacy when they go
to the mills to vete
---- 
—
List of Candidates
In ruining Lleclion
As election day, Saturday, Aug-
ust 7, draws nearer interest in the
coming election grows steadily.
Records at the clerk's office in Hick-
man show that 3 candidates have
filed in district, county and city
races in Fulton and Hickman, as
follows:
For Representative of Fulton and
Hickman counties—W. L. Hampton
of Fulton and H. L. Waterfield of
Clinton.
For County Judge—Claude L.
Walker and E. J. Stahr.
For County Attosney—Wood C.
Tipton, James Warren and 1). Fred
Worth.
For Sheriff--Ward McClellan. 0.
C Henry. Myatt Johnson, Tom Pre-
ther and H. P. Kirkman.
Fir Jailer—Walter Crostic, Will
Shanklin and Guy Tucker.
For Tax Commissioner— J. P.
Jeffress and Kent W. Hamby.
For Magistrate District I—C. J.
Bowers, Homer Roberts, J. E. Han-
nephin.
For Magistrate District '2-- Pat
Henry and Rodney Jones.
For Magistrate District 4—Dan
Whitson.
For Constable Dist. I—Gyp Mc-
Dade.
For Constable District 2—Ernest
Johnson.
For Constable District 3--D. B.
Barbour. A. L. Langford. A. L. Da-
vis. Frank Mooney, F. A Roberts,
Chas. 11. Moore.
For Constable District 4— Joe
Darnall, Bob Johnson.
In the mayor and council race at
Hickman the present board is un-
opposed as follows: C. P. Mabry for
mayor: H. N. Cowgill Sr., C. A.
Lattus. R. E. Stokes. E. Dobson,
Pleas Fields. E. B. Prather.
In Fulton two men are out for
nifisair. Paul DeMyer. who has
served several terms, is out for re-
electien. R. C. Peeples, who has
Ft•I'V(.(1 us a councilman during the
past term. is the other mayoralty
candidate.
Nine men are out for council in
the city of Fulton as follows: R.
Clarence Pickerinl. J. Paul Bus-
hart. K. R. Lewis A. B. Newhouse,
John C. Melton. J. N. MeNeitly
T. T. Boar. H H. Bugg and E N.
DeMyer. Of this number Paul De-
Myer. T. T. Boaz. J. N. McNeilly.
II. H. Bugg are grocers, E. N. De-
Myer a druggist. K. R. Lowe, cafe
operator. A. B. Newhouse. shoe re-
tailer. .1. Paul Bushart, publisher-
editor, John C. Melton. realty. R.
Clarence Pickering. clerk I. C. rail-
road. Six compose a council board
so voters will vote for only six of
the councilmanic candidates.
• Illinois Central Pays
Out $1,086 Day Here
The Illinois Central Railroad spent
$.359.029 in Fulton County during
1930. an average of $1.086 per day,
every day of the year, according to
a study just concluded by the rail-
ia ad. Expenditures in Kentucky as
a whole last year for wages, pen-
siono supplies, water. electric power.
teHilione and taxes totaled $7.868,-
145 or $21. 553 per day. There are
419 railroad employes in Fulton
The Kentucky payroll of the TI-
A. Central amounted the $5,933.-
*a' 03 last year, with an average work-
ing force of 4030 employes. In ad-
dition. 153 retired Kentucky em-
ployes received pensions amounting
to $77.571 in 1936.
The Illinois Central paid taxes of
$11.986 in Fulton County last year.
The railroad's total tax bill in Ken-
tucky for 193C was $452.758 and $1.-
277.122 was expended for materials
and supplies in the state. Forty-
five firms shared in this business
60 Enjoy Dinner
For Ball Club
Membara of the Fulton baseball
club, officers and directors of the
l'• :s-hall association, citizens and
fans, enjoyed a delightful dinner
,a,rved Thursday nicht at Lowe's
Rainbow banquet room on Isike
Street. Good fellowship predomi-
nated during the evening. round
table discussion and talks by var-
ious speakers present entered a-
round the fight the Eagles have
made to obtain top ranking posi-
tion in the Kitty League.
Miss Lena Evelyn Taylor has been
viatting in Paris. Tenn . with Mrs.
O. C. Fin, the former Miss Avanelle
Green.
.A1
Manager II Kitty
II tar Picks Team
Judye Walk's 'Sch.
Out Program In td
1 ,,,H,,w.i• t.I I114 Kitty League All , The Fulton County News. (seint
ill ellts Jark ..e lit e IW r y listlr Tilt. Nt,%%;1 tilipt.a1-5 Betty! Jordon, Id, daueliter ill Mr. judge Claude L Wiilker sets out the!';1 •'' had" "loci) %%dd and Mrs. Jess Jordon of Fulton, !minim! condition of the county arid
was injured in an riutionobile iic- reads that have been built and tire
cident Sunday night tilieut 9:30, le be built.
while driving on the Union City- There is typographical error in this
Martin highway. Tire aseoteet oc_ ad, with the headings "Roads Built''
curred just at of Midway when she and 'Roads to be Build having been
lost control of the ear, and turned inadveienty transposed by the print-
over inte a ditch. id. The mistake was not caught un-
Three Fultim youths, Morris til too late to make change so please
Etheridge, son of J. J. Etheridge. remember this when you read Judge
and Dorothy Cole, daughter of At. Walker s statement
kins Cole, were out riding. The
other two occupants of the car es- Pickle Enlarges Store
car
d wthout serious injury. To Care For Businessliu Jordon was removed to a 
Union City hospital suffering with
a badly lacerated left forearm. She isluise Pickle proprietor of
—
was later taken to the I C. Hospital Pickle's Grocrey on East Stete
at Paducah. Line. has built an addition to the
rear of his grocery, in order to ac-
FI/110/1 IiinixiCrs commodate increasing 
business. Mr.
Cditiiritic Berifild 
Pickle has been connected with the
grocery business in Fulton for a
number bof 
business he 
Iayears, since beenceeop  uopening
his 
iis 
singed and Cooper poled out a home
usually successful He is a per- mingled and Cooper poled out a home
oatned he; !glee! here Weil -
'r1,1• 111115‘s:
\1'; ,e, rty otr.htitt,, just
Wu: lit id w, „fl ing
kom
Wright. 1!i ii, Fit st liaise ()Con-
nell, Slay fiche Seeend Base- .11/1111 -
:,"II. (ISO ILIA' Witte,
M:INI14.111 Anti/111111, In
ion City, Utility infielder Siemer,
Paducah: taut fielder - Rink. (,)eens•
berm Cooper. Fulton; C.:ranger&
Ilinakinaville; Williams, Lexington
Keathley, Paducah. K. P Dalton, Jr..
Fulton, and Hugh Wise, Jr., Owens-
woo, named mascots.
Obirm I aunty Leads
.11 Martin 1-11 Camp
Obion County took the lead, with
Gibson county a close second, in the
number of club members enrolled at
the annual 4-H Club camp at Martin
the past week. County Agent Frank-
lin Yates and Home Agent T. W.
Hillsman and Bertha Corbitt regist-
ered with 72 in the camp starting its
sessions Tuesday.
The first camp, which had been
expected to be the smaller, also car-
ried off honors in the total number
enrolled. This was due to the fact
that Fayette and Crockett counties
were not represented in this week's
camp because of cases of infantile
paralysis in those counties. The
enrollment of the first camp, exclus-
ive of agents and instructors, was
321. as against 265 for the present
ramp.
The clubbers enjoyed a picture
show at their camp assembly Tues-
day night and Wednesday they
heard Senior Agricultursit H. E.
Shinn in a report on a study of Ten-
ileaSee club activities. Thursday
night games and softball were en-
joyed. Friday night an amateur en-
tertainers contest %ill be staged.
Weakley County Agent R. E. Ellis
has issued a call to all 4-H club mem-
bers of that county for a county-
wide picnic on the camp grounds to-
day (Friday.)
Following breakfast Saturday
morning, camp will be broken and
the trek home started.
DISTRICT MANIFESTS
GREAT INITsUEST FOR
GOOD ROADS DINNER
Widespread interest has been in-
dicated in the "good roads" dinner
whieSe wil,1 be held an the roof gar-
den e Hotel Irvin Cobb Friday
night.
The purpose of the meeting is to
evidence to state officials who gov-
ern the building of highways the
fact that this entire district is tak-
ing a new interest in highway de-
•..elopment. and that Paducah wishes
ti join insatie movement to secure
better roff!Te for all sections of the
d i strict.
The men who have the "say-so"
about what Kentucky highways are
to be improved will be present at
the dinner They will include Rob-
ert Ilumpluoys, of Mayfield.. com-
missioner of highways. Thomas H.
Cutler. chief engineer of the Ken-
tucky highway department, Mack
Galbreath, federal highway engineer
for Kentucky, and other state and
district highway officials. Lieuten-
ant-Governor Keen Johnson, who
is a native of this district, also has
been invited to attend.
The Paducah Good Roads Com-
mittee. which is sponsorine the din-
ner. met this afternoon to complete
plans for the affair. Every mem-
ber of the committee, which is
composed of representatives of
various civic organizations, stressed
the fact that the dinner is intended
only for the purpose of promoting
rood roads, and has no political
ignificance.
Indications are that there will be
representative delegations from
every county in the district at the
dinner, so that this meeting will be
the beginning of a cooperative ef-
fort to secure improved highways
for the benefit of the entire dis-
trict.
DEVILS DEFEAT WILDCATS
HERE 14 to 2
Devils defeated the Wildcats of
McKeniae 14 to 2 in a game at
Kitty League park here Sunday.
Russell Patton. 15. gave up only 2
hits, striking out 14 men.
The Devils meet Memphis Cubs
at the Kitty League Park at 3
P. M. Sunday afternoon
Small picture glasses may be
made clean by holding them over a
steaming teakettle and polishing at
once
TI•ese fellows who can take A
drink or let it alone are back a-
Pair and so is the hardeeing of the
liver.
*
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astiounceinent of II Chirence
Picket mg as a cionlidate for the city
council, subject to the itUtlfoll tir the
treiiiiieratie Party. Mr. Pickering
is well knewri in this vicinity, hay-
ing been active for many years in
the lai ;mess and eivie affairs of the
oonipir i nity. 111.: personal message
to the people id harken appears be-
Iiiw.
"I am like most ether candidates
Iii' office: "I yield to the per-
sausion of friends." I can truthfully
say that I reached this decision after
continued and urgent requests of
many of my co-workers and busi-
ness friends.
"As most of you know. I have
lived in Fulton all my life, and have
worked for the Illinois Central
Railroad since leaving school, have
never failed to vote in any election
since I have been 21 years old and
have never failed to vote the straight
Democratic Ticket.
"I personally feel thet no special
privileges, favoritism or partiality
should be shown to any individual
firm or corporation in handing the
City's affairs: that no public officer
should use the influence of his of-
fice for personal gain or agrandize-
ment; that contracts should be com-
petitive: that the City's books should
be open at all times for the in-
aeeetion of the taxpayers and
dial the affairs of the City be
handled on a business arid econom-
ical basis and if elected I shall use
my every effort to that end and I
shall invite construction criticism.
"I have not aligned myself with
any.' ticket, group or party, except
the DEMOCRATIC PARTY: have
net made any promises and do not
expect to make any, except, to do
my best, if elected.
"If you feel that the membership
if the City Council should be a
little more equally distributed and
think I am qualified to serve you, I
shall be grateful for your support.
"My name will be at the top of
the Ballot.
Sincerely, •
R. Clarence Pickering"
PERSONALS
•
Mrs. Ira Brown and Mrs. Clyde
Dotson of Winona, Miss., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Joe White in Union
City Monday night.
Miss Murrell Stockdale has been
visiting Miss Ann Lee Cochran on
Vine Street. She left Monday for
Paducah where she will visit her
parents before returning to Wash-
ington, D. C.
Mrs. Ellis Brady. Ward and Madge
Brady have returned to their home
in Claude, Texas after visiting in
Fulton. the }muse guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Burch Moon.
Mr. Pete Grant and Julian Sch-
wsb of Dawson Springs, Kentucky
returned to their home Tuesday after
spending a few days here on busi-
ness.
Mrs. Cyde Dotson of Winona.
Miss.. left Tuesday after spending
several days in Fulton with her
Fister. Mrs. Ira Brown. She will
visit friends and relatives in Dyers-
burg, Tenn.. before returning to her
home.
Mr. Albert and Henry Homra of
Hayti. Missouri spent last week-end
in Fulton. the house guests of Mr.
and Mrs. K. Homra and family at
their home on Norman Street.
, Mrs. P. D. Homes of Wingo,
!Kentucky is spending several weeks
oath her daughter. Mrs. W. J.
'Pi iteliard. on Arch Street
Mrs. Harvey MeCampbell of
'Montgomery. Alabama is spending
a few week:, with friends in Ful-
ton.
Mrs. John Reynolds and daughter,
Joan, have returned to their home in
Nashv ilk., Tenn.. after visiting
here with Mr. and M-s. Harry
Murphy on Second Street.
Miss Mary Nugent left Saturday
for her home in Franklin.. Tenn.,
after spending two weeks with
friends in Fulton. She was ac-
companied home by Miss Katherine
Taylor and Ardie Nugent of Hick-
man, Ky.. who will be her house
:aiest for several days.
Mrs. S. H. Lewis and daughter
have returned to their home in Old
Fort, North Carolina after visit-
ing in Fulton the house guest of
Mr. and Mrs I. II. Read.
Mrs. R V. Putman left Sunday
for Dallas were she will attend the
Centennial.
Mr. and Mrs. John Davies are
oiending ten days vacation in St.
Petersburg, Florida.
Mrs. Morris Ward of Paducah
spent Sunday with friends in Ful-
ton.
Mee. Phillip Fenwick of Chicago
is visiting her mother. Mrs. Maude
liummell.
Miss Betty Sue Houstin is spend-
no this week with relatives and
friends in Lakeland, Florida.
Glenn Wiseman left Saturday for
Louisville. Kentucky after spend-
:ng a week's vacation here
1Vir and Mrs C. C. Parker and son,
Jack. Are spending this week with
relatives and friends in Newport,
Arkansas and St. Louis, Mo.
(ha tiloi Machines
--
Continuing their war against the
operation of slot machines in the
city et Fulton. the Fulton Ministerial
Association passed a resolution this
week, urging the voters to investi-
gate the personal records of can-
didates. It was this association that
was responsible for the bar, ogainst
slot machine operation, here,, with
the co-operation of the court and the
district attorney. The resolution
follows:
WHEREAS:
Along with all-respecting citizens,
we desire to elect to positions of
public trust men who uphold the
laws of our Commonwealth. and
whose personal records as to law
observaiice is above reproach.
WHEREAS:
There are those announcing their
candidacy for local offices who, ac-
cording to records which may be seen
at the County Court house, have
been convietral three different times,
in the It two years, in Circuit
Court, for, "suffering and permitting
slot machines in their promises",
and who been indicated for
the n34,01:nese a fourth time and
re ae.arin4 _
BZ LVED
(11): That we urge all voters to
examine the records of all candid-
ates for elective office and to support
only those who are not guilty of
repeated violations of the law.
(2) That this resolution be given
for publication to our local news-
papers.
Fulton Ministerial Association. E.
R. Ladd, President: Paul Cates.
Secretary.
DEATHS
a P. BENNF.TT
A. W. Po•ssett, age 74. died Mon-
day at 2 p. m. at his home near Wat-
er Valley, after suffering a stroke of
paralysis about four weeks ago. Fun-
eral services were conducted Wed-
nesday morning at 11 o'clock zit
Bayou de Chien church by Mrs. Let-
tie Clements of Dresden and Rev.
Sparks of Paris. Tenn. Interment
followed at Camp Beauregard ceme-
tery in charge of Winstead-Jones.
Deceased is survived by his wife.
Mrs. A. W. Bennett: four children,
Fred. Ivan, Mrs. Bertha Stephenson
and Mrs. Lexie Pew At, all of near
Water Valley. He was first married
to Mrs. Mary Boyd who died in
1914. and later married to Miss Eb-
hie Bell.
MRS. LOUISE DOUGHTY
Mrs. Louise Doughty. age 72. died
!Monday night at 7:30 of pneumonia
la! her home in Crutchfield. following
Ia -hurt illness. Funeral services
'va re conducted from the horn,. Toes-
afternoon by Rev. E. N Walker
‘t! interment at Wesley in charge
Winstead-Jones.
MRS. NANNEY KALER
Mrs. Nanney Kaler. age 82. died
Wednesday afternoon at her home in
this city, after a short illness. Funer-
al services were conducted Thurs-
day afternoon from Mt. Moriah
church. near Clinton. ho' Rev. New-
sun, and Rev Woodrow Fuller, In-
terment in -the church cemetery
there by Winstead-Jones.
Survivors are one son. 011ie Kaler:
wo daughters, Rothie Kaler and Mrs.
Emmett Reece. all of Fulton: three
sisters. Mrs. Mollie Ross, Mrs. G. A.
Everett. Mrs. Id B. Presley. She
was born and reared in this vicinity
and a member of the Methodist
church.
Levy Scott Thomas, six months
rid sn of Mr. and Mrs J. W. Thomas
of Dukedom. died Tuesday after-
noon at 4730 o'cock at the Fulton
Hospital after a brief illness. Funeral
and burial service were held Wed-
nesday afternoon at Dukedom
EAGLES GRASP FIRST
sistent advertiser and shrewd mer-
chandiser. Due to the number of
calls coming in to his store. he has
installed a second telephone
JAMES T. PERKIN. U.
DIES AT MARTIN HOME
MARTIN. Te—rm-,—July l2.--James
Treanor Perkins. 85, died here this
morning at his home.
In addition to serving the N. C.
81 St. L. Railroad for 59 years, as
engineer, trainmaater and inspec-
tor for the local district, Mr. Per-
kins was prominent in the civic de-
velopment of Martin He served
three terms as mayor from 1908 to
1914 He is credited with provid-
ing the town with hundreds of
streets and parks, with leading the
movement for a free public high
school, and the laving of modern
streets and sewer system.
Born in Sligo, County Mayo, Ire-
land he was brought in early
childhood to Nashville, where his
father was employed by the same
railroad from which service he re-
tired only four years ago.
Funeral services will be held
irorTS the First Methodist Church
here torn,3rrnie•nigtit -at 713- AVIS
with the Rev. E. C. Thurmond In
charge, assisted by the Rev R P.
Duckworth. former pastor The
body will be taken to Nashville for
burial in Mount Olivet Cemetery.
He leaves his wife and two broth-
ers. Dr. John Perkins and Will
Perkins. both of Nashville.
Undertaker Mr. Hornbeak as-
sisted in the funeral of Mr. Per-
kins.
till lied WI their
ititi WedriemJay afternoon, while
loan and Werining held Owens-
bolo te eight Igts, to win by the
score of 111 to 5 With this victory
the Eagles elinibed into first place
the first team in the KrItty Lea-
gue to hold that posited% other than
the Jackson Genet als.
Owensboro scored first bringing
in three runs in the second as Wise,,
Stasi and Pesenell drew buses on
balls off Durheim, and Johosors
doubled scoring Wise, Stasi and
Poaenela The Osiers made their
ether runs in the third as Riebe got
on by Summers' error, Bink doubled
and Wise singled. Fulton tallied
first in the second as Wilson singled
and a long single by Manager Port-
er scored \down In the fourth the
Eagles scored five runs as Wilson
singled Zanter got on by Johnson's
error, Porter drew a base on balls,
Joiner a fielders choice. Gregory
I. C. NEWS
Mr. S. L. Nunnelly. Assistant
General Freight Agent. headquarter
Memphis. Tenn.. was in the city
Tuesday of this week on official
business.
Mr. H. W. Williams. Train Master,
Fulton. Ky., spent Monday in Mem-
phis. on company business.
Mr. G. J. Willingham, Train Mas-
ter, Fulton, attended a meetng in
Superintendent Hamilton's office.
Carbondale. Ill., last Monday.
Mr. D. T. Crocker. Supervisor,
Dyersburg. W3!.7 in Fulton Monday.
Mr. W. M. Holwick, Claim Agent,
headquarters Memphis. Tenn., was
in Fulton Tuesday of this week.
Mr. A. M. Taylor. Division Traffic,
Agent, with headquarters at Jack-
son. Tenn, spent Tuesday afternoon
in Fulton.
Mr. T. J. Quigey. General Superin-
tendent Southern Lines, New Or-
leans. La.. was in Fulton Tuesday
evening, leaving on No. 104 for
Louisville.
Mi. T. M. Pittman Division Engi-
neer. Water Valley. Miss, spent the
first part of this week on the
Cain. District, tying up at night at
Fulton. Ky.
Mr. W. H. Purcell. Supervisor,
went to Jackson. Tenn.. Wednes lay
of this week.
Mr. W. R. Hovious, Cairn Agent
Southern Lines, with headquarters
Memphis. Tenn., passed through the
city Tuesday enroute to Paducah.
ORION MEETING HEARS
KENTUCKY FARM TALKS
Members of the Obion County
Farm Bureau gathered at Obion.
Term.. Tuesday for their annual con-
vention. Ben Kilgore, executive
secretary of the Kentucky Farm Bur-
eau. addressed the assembly. discuss-
ing the farm bureau in his state and
the outlook for the year.
Other speakers on the program at
the annual picnic which was attend-
ed by over 100 people were President
J. F. Porter of the Tennessee Farm
Buread, and Mrs. D. W. Bond. chair-
man of the home and community de-
partment of the Tennessee state bur-
eau_ Mrs. Bond and Mr. Porter dis-
cussed the work in Tennessee. givieg
a review of what has been aceom-
"NEWS" FORCE ENJOYS Wished.
OUTING AT REELFOOT
Employes and correspondents of
the Fulton County News enjoyed a
picnic and outing on Reelfoot Lake.
Gathering at the office, the group
left early Friday morning and spent
the entire day. A picnic luncheon
was served at noon and swimming.
and boating were enjoyed during the
afternoon.
40
40
40
40
40
run
Four more runs were made in
the sixth as Gregory singled Cooper
sacrificed him to second. Summers
singled, Weis drove out a home run,
Zanter was on by Posenell's error,
Porter by Riebe's error. Clonts hit
by pitcher, and Wenning drew a base
on balls, walking in Zanter
FULTON 9, LEXINGTON 4
The Fulton Eagles scored 11 hits
off two Lexington pitchers and won
9 to 4 over the Giants there Sun-
day afternoon. Ralp Williams of
the Lexington club led in hitting
with four, two of which were
doubles. Home runs were hit by
Cooper and Weiss of Fulton. Pier-
son on the mound fer Fulton gave
up ten safeties.
FULTON 7. UNION CITY 6
Fulton Eagles overcome a rally
staged by the Union City Grey-
hounds Monday night, and managed
to win a close game. 7 to 6 Vent
and Wenning gave splendid perform-
ances on the mound for Fulton. and
many Fulton fans were on the side
lines boosting the home team.
- MUT . c.IFF.NTICTS
Fulton took a close game from
Owensboro here Tuesday afternoon
after the visitors had tied the game
in the eighth, the winning score
coming in the ninth, 4 to 3. Joiner
did the hurling for Fulton. while
Vahilla was on the mound for
Owensboro. Fulton registered the
ay:lining run in the ninth as Porter
drew base on balls, was sacrificed
to second by Clonts. and Joiner
singled to score Porter d'Y'
•
BROTHERHOOD OF
i RAILROAD TRAINMEN
ENDORSE WATERFIELD
Harry L. Waterfield
The Phoenix Lodge 216 Brother-
hood of Railroad Trainmen. Fulton
unanimously indorsed Harry L.
Waterfied as a candidate for Repre-
sentative from Fulton and Hickman
county subject to the August 7 pri-
mary. The indorsement follows:
Phoenix Lodge No. 216
jurl. Hay
July
l r1r937M L. Waterfield
Clinton. Kentucky.
Dea216A rt 
Brotherhood 
u:
lar meeting Phoenix Lodge
of Railroad Train-
-alb
men, Fulton. Ky.. on June 28th. 1937
you were given unanimous indorse-
ment of members present for Leg-
islative Representative. in Fulton
and Hickman counties. Kentucky.
This for your information and
wishing you every success in your
campaign.
Sincerely yours.
N. T Witt.
Secretary 216 Brotherhood of Rail-
road Trainmen.
FUL TON HOSPITAL
Mrs. G R. Camp was dismissed
from the Fulton Hospital Tuesday
morning after an operation.
Mrs. Harry Murphy is receiving
treatment at the Hospital.
Jakie Prather. who was injured
in an automobile accident July 3,
was dismissed Tuesday morning and
taken to his home in Woodland
Mills, Tenn.
Buster Pillow seems to be improv-
ing.
Mrs. T. L. Wrather and baby were
dismissed Monday.
Miss Ruth Sanger was dismissed
Thurday mornng and is now at her
home in Hickman. Kentucky.
Georce Alley. Jr., was removed
to Ins home Monday.
Mr. Wess Browder was dismiss-
ed Monday to enter a Memphis
Hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Roland White underwent an
appendectomy last week-end and
is doing nicely.
Miss Dorothy Wry underwent a
tonsil operation Monday.
Mrs. Marshall Byrd is doing nice-
ly after a major operation last week.
Harold Williamson was dismiss-
ed last week-end.
Mrs. Jennie Hood, who under-
went a major operation last week,
is improving
Miss Lloy,1 Talky of Clarksdale,
Miss., was dismissed Monday.
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WATER VALLEY NEWS
Yates tf Jackson, Lynn., t he ginger
"VT nffi her "f Memphis.
The pt. pit' of Water Valley :air
Prised their pastor Rev. M S Me,
.0119ln 1*“.!"
as a delegate Hem .t 211, Mils -Work is progressing nicely on the Ky
Wader %."11cY•C"I"' 111,41'""r Fx- Mr and Mrs Tom Guerin; Ste!'
covatkin n""' going
 ''n betsv''en Sunday will Mr and Mrs. Willhistoric Camp Ihsitiregard nl 
lists.outle Chem Chinch
.1111 1111111iik mg
Nits Neil.' Willis and children of
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Lady Assistant.
s Hee Pew itt
Mrs Gertie Iloyd of Water Val-
lay. who is sick at the honie of her
i.td,raiutgehdter in Mayfield is a little im-
Leon Bard and Harry flicks
pent the week-end in St. Louis on
a business trip
Miss Sarah Agnes Taylor spent the Fisher.
week-end with her brether at May- Mr and Mrs W W. Pruett spent
fn.". Mr and Mrs CIY'lv T.!"1"r• Sudav ith aMr and Mrs. Chas SlonMissChristine Natine Fv of ulton tutu, jarnov
Mr un Mrs harvey Taylor of
lt I\
Mr and Mrs W A ScearceIse singing at Water, 
.lack Parrish has returned afterValley next Sunday night \\ eck's vi-ors to his grandmother
1,111 Sams
Vrtes Mrs Ruth Cloys and grand -Mr and NI is Mart' Steele t If daughter, Carmalee spent the meek- after a few weeks illness.ssit'held are guests of their mother end in Memphis. Tenn., with Ante w,M.vkitt-seiMidaTittirhetmNitas:iruiltilirtimsrniti til !
Cl.taiCrn:1.11“Si.tepliens.
Mrs Dewitt Ramsey and children
we t Thursday afternoon with Mis
Mr and Mrs. George Harold
Davidson left for their heme in
Detroit. Mich . Wednesday meriting
after taking a three weeks vacation
through Pennsylvania. West Virgin-
ia., Tennessee and Kentucky to visitfriends and relatives
MU NEWS
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C Boudurant lift Tuesday
after several days visit with his
family.
Mr and Mrs. Willy Mame!. and
'smile of St Louis. Mo.. spent the
Th1S 1111• NSW% 91.0Y tat r9 I LI S,
WAOSII VAC At. COvsaao
ssierss
SAE ALWAYS
WAS WORMS%
ILALX.
Whell you're Dirrvous they To., to relax.
Lee, t,:te ir2 wit but Truett y ban , I , tZlear
snsi it much evader , re la x crew:v-
ett ETA, isleteriatote ille=2„camo I rritabi lit , Sega-
ketoses* . err tax9 lifter yvu take
N
D. MILES
E
DR. MILES SiERVINE Is a well known nerve
sadative. Although the formula from which it
was made has been in use for nearly 10 ',sera,
no better medicine for • tense, over-wrought
nervous oondinoc hie ever been pram-imbed
DR. MILES NIERVINE to am up-to-date
as dui, morning's paper.
At all= stores.
Lrs we pa/amps—Slat
SeIJ !souk as psekage—a-II ems&
IN LIQUID OR TABLET FORM
WELL IF IT AIN'T PICKLE AGAIN
AND THOSE PRICES WON'T Qt I
PRICES GOOD FRIDAY & SATURDAY
CUCUMBERS, home grown, 3 lbs. /0e
IRISH POTATOES. III pounds 19c
ONIONS, nice, while, yellow, 1 pounds 15c
CORN, nice, fresh big corn. dOZE'll 22c
BITTER BEANS. home grown, lbs. 19c
KY . 11 -ONDER BE.' NS. pound
SW -ASH. niee. lion, 3 pounds 111
TOM .1TOES. xtra nice. 3 lbs.
C.1RROTS„ nict. 2 bunches 9,•
LEMONS, sour, juicy. 36g size. doz. 2;,
APPLES. tor pies, good. gallou
PE AS. f resh, sm. white Crowder. lye. white, lb. fie
(it *. I E'ER OATS. size box 21.
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, 2 for Vic
OK RA, nice, fresh, pound se
I ND F, any bar; G1'.11, any Harm% 3 for The
BAN AN AS, golden ripe, do:. 13e
BREAKFAST BACON, fancy sliced, lb. 2,se
OLEOMARGINE BUTTER, 2 pounds 29e
CREAMERY RUTTER, pound roll, lb. 36e
LETTITE, Jumbo heads, each
P. and G. SOAP, 10 giant bars 39e
CHIPSO POWDER, 3 boxes 2:ti•
WATCH THIS AD F01? THE BIG OPE N /
111Y AT PICKLE'S GROCERY
Phone 226 - 227 Free Delirery East St. Lim
PICKLE'S GROCERY
Miss Isimira Jelinson is visiting
Rev. and Mrs Craighead in Pa-
ducah
Mr and Mrs. Tarts Chitwood and
Mr and Mrs Chris Fisher of Mem-
phis. Tenn . spent the week-end
with their mother, Mrs Pearl
Little Miss Ann Averett Ripel.is spending the week with her
grandparents. Mr and Mrs. A I.
Roper.
Mrs Ethel Scott and daughterMildred spent NIonday afternoimi ne:ir Wilde! ...It. Tenn. ith Mrs bind ItanseyMr and Mrs. Pleasant Rudely!'
and 'sin Gerald spent Sllnilay with
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Oliver.
Mrs Will Taylor is visiting Mr.
and Mrs Harvey Taylor of Hives.
Tenn.
Maurice Boudurant spent Sunday
in Murray. Ks. He visiusi Mt s.
ii rant who is attending l'ur-
ray Teachers College
Rev and Mrs J T. Walker had
is their guests Sunday. Mr. and Mrs.
R A Caldwell and family it Milas.
Tenn
Nan and Sarah Margaret Walker
returned home with them fer a
visit.
Miss Lela Mae Oliver spent the
week-end ' snd "'s .1 T.
Walker.
CRUTCHFIELD NEWS
Mr and Mrs Tiev wl.re tite
Monday night 1:tics's I Itirr
el' Mr Carnet! Stephens
Mr and Mrs .14.hti Dee Burrow
and Mr. and Mrs Jelin Weak'.. areleaving mien for a sight seising tni,
to the Grand Canyon of Celerad4,.
Mrs Lawrence Bow-en and child-
ren of Fultnn spent Tuesday after-
noon with Mrs Lehman Iii tilt
ROUTE ONE
Mesdames Sally Fate and
Stubblefield visited Mr. and Mrs
'Chas Hogg recently
, Rev and Mrs Claud Hall anddaughter Geneva are guests of Mrs.
-----
Mrs Eugene Dauglas spent ft sni
Saturday until Thursday vseek itt
Martin with her mother Mrs 11
Walker. Mr Dnuglas accompanied
her hut returned home Sunday after-
noon.
Eugene Waggoner spent NIondav
and Monday night of last week in
Martin.
Mrs Jennie Patrick spent Sst-
iirday night 3nd -54ndav with Let
daughter.. Mrs. Charlie Pin'
The Ladies Missionary Society
will meet with Mrs. Claude Curt-
singer. Wednesday
There will he an ire cream supper
at Crutchfield High School, Friday
ntilit July 16
Mr. and Mrs Jewell England and
daughter of Wickliff are
nending a few days with Mr. and
Mrs Wallace Webb and family.
Mr and Mrs Felten Myatt and
ehildren. James and Jane spen.
Thursday with Mr and Mrs Mita-
Myatt .James and Janes remained
for a few days.
Miss Ora Seat is soending ' •
(?n,.• with her aunt. Mrs Simp
Miss Mardalvn Douglas spet,•
Menday with Mrs Fred Fite.
Mr and Mrs Sin-n Seat spent ,
Sunday night with Mr. and Mrs •
nealon Howell.
Mr and Mrs Alvin Harper spent
Sunday with Mr and Mrs. Virgil
McClanahan
J D Walker. Jr . of Martin spesst
a few days here last week visit-
ing friends.
Mrs flarrnnn Ross and little
snehter. Ada Sue. of Lexington are
-,itine Mrs Vera Byrd and family
Miss Marrella Fite spent Mnnslav
::ht with Miss Helen Ruth Howell.
ROUTE THREE
Mr and Mrs H P Collier visite ,
Mr arid Mrs J M Williams la..
Thiirsday afternoon
d Mrs Claipi
D--ethv Son of Detre
• s
Kitt • el T'r.ele '
V. • ".(.• ars! "
I. (I.,. • C . 1,•
OPM YGUR I.
to a p:ch.re as
big as the 7 seas
•
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Sunday - Monday
ORPHEUM
"THE THEATRE OF HITS"
BEAUTIFY YOUR
HOME
WALL PAPERS
7e & Be Roll Fp
PAINT $1.65
Estimates Made
and Contracts Tal,en
Fulton Wall Paper &
Office Supply Co.
Phone 149 304 Will- .t c.
Mr floss's. Gray 
Mt s Si..1110.1. Ashby I au' It 141111 .t1-- ... -
is improving the last 1.1.. of Ililand A rilis. who i ,
ill with append...oils
Nliss Dorothy Eth ride,. u I 1.. has I
been v 'titling her gi andpai m i tt., 1
Nit • and NIrs J. N. Smith It,: suyei al I
weeks has returned tu her home In
C2k
PERFECT MIXER
CENTURY
DISTILLED
mi, MY' GIN'
. 1
I It II
'iii It . St liii ho t
'torn lit liii :.t
II
1Pro.samiti
1.9 Nuts
DR. SELDON COHN I302 Walnut St.. Fulton, Ky.Eye, Ear, None, Throat
SPECIAL
A 7' 7' L.V TION
To Ow accurate fitting
of eye glasses.
OEFF114: HOURS:
9 to It A. M. 1 to 5 P. M.
PHONE 286
90 MOO/ • DISTILL= ra. Gi1/1:!•1
IS gat•aa••• so . C$11,•••.
Ell TON DIST. ('O.
Wholesale Distributors
Phone 305
Ilain Street Fulton, Kg
--
I. H. READ MOTOR CO)
ANNOUNCES
NIGHT SERVICF
Handled In Conjunction With
Garage From Our New
Corner Service Station
We have just opened the service
station, located on the corner of
Depot and Fourth streets, across
from the new factory building lot
MOTORISTS HAVING TROUBLE
Call b22 or 631
For SERVICE
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Charrud and ragged slum1.
nee:: shaken down during II.. 1111
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hove(' the inhabitant,. of an en- for the sakq of Laughing Eyes, newt:dd., o.•,,rriors, Kapott ••et Oathtire town of Chickasaw Indian., who iteichter of Ow Clitjethwq 1 , golf. I 1..!. a bride.lived al Ow fill,t 11 the ; flint which 'F'.i'ii It., . 
....eek • the handflank the region MI the east The f4,4,t" lo the Indian tongue, was born to the South bItT theirIke is about twenty five miles long (lour of the Cilia:1,•aWs who dwelt canoes came in !relit of theand varies from a mile to five miles in the Mississippi bottom land at ;lees at the edge preat river,ill width. Its depth is not great, the base of the ravitie-scored hills 5f people of different tribe Soonexcept alp ng what were ravines and and bluffs that lifted their rugged they leartite ll t(hmaeint lithit•y id.,:kie of a
u 
•fcretip-creek bottoms before the sinking' heads 300 feet above the river's p cr,„,hing 
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ca sed by he t earthquake, the rest silt-f..rnied plain and served as look- g ,Thef. C(,plaj). Val ler of thebeing of a shallowness that permits outs for the Indian hunters and war- Choctaws proud, powerful anti rich,
, and the father of a prineess maiden
whose beauty was tile despair of
! 'ayes of her own and many other
• .Pies.
Kalopin sent ru ahnners ead withCity Meat Market
QUALITY MEATS
Phone 378
FREE DELIVERY
WE HUY COUNTRY HAMS
103 W. State Line — Opposite Browder Mill
Potter's Electric Shoe Sp
FORMERLY 4th STREET SHOE SHOP
WORK DONE THE FACTORY ALI. REBUILT SHOES
WAS' SHINED FREE
IX VISIBLE RESOLING,CLEANING,7'INTING
4 and DYEING GlIA .V TEED!
3
Winstead-Jones & Co.
FUNENAL HOME
218 Second Street
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Phont
ein
(". 
kg 
'.'
•
Pt,.'
011
Fulton Distributing Co.
WHOLES ILE DISTRIBUTORS
4, Main Street Phone 305. Fulton, Kentucky
heard led him to imagine The
<ado of her dark beauty awoke in
Lis breast a fire of feeling that
never had been kindled by the
maidens of his men tribe.
Impetuously. he told Copia!) of
his mission. abruptly and hotly de-
mantling the hand of Laughing
iF.yes in marriage. Eloquently he
painted the proud position she would
hold as the wife of the chief of the
Chickas:e.vs. In impassioned gut-
tailis he sang his song of love.
But Copiali heard him coldly. With
scarcely suppressed indignation he
told the ,Chicleit.saW cLuei that_it
could never be He said that the
Choctaw law forbade marriage out-
side the tribe, and that even if it
were permissible. never would the
daughter of the Choctaw chieftain
become of a man who was born
trained, be he chief or simple brave.
Quivering with outraged pride
and thwarted desire. Kalopin lunged
to his feet and with e fierce cry
called the members of his small
hand to his side, but before he
could put his desperate purpose in-
to effect or his threatening thoughts
into words, the old chief. Copiab
with imperious dignity bade hits
••. ad, and he summoned the
•be's medicine man. When thp
I• rlian soothsayers stood before the
group Copiah ordered them to con-
sult the Great Spirit, to divine his
will in this crisis.
Then there was the beating of
the drums, the curling smoke of
scared fires and the chanting of the
medicine men's incantations. Soon
they returned to Copiah and Kal-
opin and delivered the message
111•. ,
Tr,...1 • 44
St
Ili •
W4
althooel,
and darkei
the dat kriess of rain eleod
Suddenly the enrth t
The vibrstions incrs
came the shocks,
ground into great, ft ore-
spouted vapors and sar-i
throwing the earth ite
so that no one could ........
stand erect. Vainly Kaloom
his Chickasaws tried ti -
Then the rushing flood f•
Father of Waters, came
Its and a message to Copiali that
,. chief of the Chickasaw, 5..•;1:.: ap-
• oaching to pay him homage, so
r 
;Crushed
council fires were burning when I
neath falling I-1 
rostrate by the billte...ii,e •A • '...it the wilcome %%ow-, eady and theicv
When the s
aighter. he found her far more rei 
eething v.:odd of .
•111110 saw Laughing Eyes. Copiah's 
.
;
lovely than the stories he had 
and devris came to rest not a v.
mained of Kalopin. Laughi re I
or the Chickasaw village.
Thus ends the Indian legend.
thus was named Reelfoot 1
Less tragic is the white man's •.•
sin, but :carcely less thrilling. hi
cause even at that early date Ame:
lean pioneers had established a tow•
that stood at almost he vorex r •
the earth's gyrations. New 'Mae
rid was the name of the place. ar
it was located eight or ten mile
to the West of Reelfoot Lake or *,
Mississippi, not far from v. •
Hickman. now stands. The pie.,
upheave' is known to historians as
scientists as the New Madrid F;•••
Malice The "-Moil quoted and •
Tabby the most authentic de-
cription of the disturbance is cot
tained in a letter written by Ellis
Bryan then livnig near New Marls:
to her pastor in Massachusetts. th.•
Rev. Mr Lorenzo Dow. In her le'
,ter Eliza Bryan said:
"On the 16th day of Decerst ‘•
1811, about 2 'clock a. m.
was a violent earthquake F 1
accompanied by a very awful •
resembling bud but distant the,
Haircutting by an Expert
Shave
.171.
20:
SERVICE BARBER
SHOP
Most of our Business Comes Through
Satisfied Customers
BEASLEY GRAVES. Prop
H. F. RUCKER. Barber
210 CHURCH ST. FULTON, KY
1
Something
To CHOW
About
Day after day, we hear complimentary re-
marks about our Flour and Feeds. We are proud
to hear those remarks, for we realize that coin-
pliments-----such as those—are merited proof of
the satisfaction our products really give.
11 111 NOT GET THE BEST—ASK FOR
FLOUR FEEDS
Queen's Choice
Hrowder's Special
Superba or Peerless
M ADE BY
Big Boy Scratell
Baby ChicA
Riddle's Choice
(laying mash)
Browder Milling Co.
"111141.14, 5:0W0111,11
Int P1411111.111 W util M.111.111 1.11 1,1 1
c.iiising total dill klil•SS. Tilf•
Ihe trih:thifiiiii,N, thr• cries.. fit Ito
h. I;;.-.' It it of every 5111T11•14.
•s• tallioe trees and the roaring
of the Mississippi, the corient of
%5 111th was retrograde for I& fi.v,
14W1flg, US It IN S11111011.4441,
111 101 erliptioti in its bell, fn roil
-.cent. truly horrible"
°CLASSIFIED ADS°
sill ti I
Fine Jethev Fresh August
4t1. . 'I Joriei. 4,4 miler
East Si.itl, Law. Fulton, Route 3
Al I% s .SDS BRING RESULTS'
I I/ PLE 4SED TO .1XX01 .N( 'E TO )
l; I LA DS /1.1./) CUSTOMERS Tit I .1 1
4VOW CO,N'NECTED WITH THE
DOTTY SHOP
WHERE I HOPE TO 11.4VE THE PLEAS
let; OF SERVING 1017 SOON.
Respectfully,
AUDRA MONCF11
11111W.IN
(samailill16116M 2111. A .41•1111M
Dotty ShopFultaa
A
 GREAT 
Store Wide
.1LL SUMMER STOCK REDUCED! WE OF-
FER SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS IN EVER)
I:EPA ItTlf EN T COME IN! SAVE.'!
407. Silk DRESSES
Washable crepes . . . Chiffons . . . Printed crepes
.. Silk linens ... .100 dresses, sizes 11 to 44 dras-
tically reduced into 4 groups-
88 2"
3" 48
COOL WASH FROCKS
Orer 500 To Choose From—Sizes 12 to II
itur Regular SI
Dresses now—
Our Regular SI 98 Our Regular S? 48
Dresses now— Dresses now -
19c $1.59 $2.29
SPE( '/.IL.':.'
SLACKS
1;i-own and miss. t‘%411. Ove
alls and Overall cullotes. All
sires now-
77(
sP1:( !AL!:
)-Picee Culhm
LACE SUITS
%11 1.14 ii dId 51411111111 111•11
Pink . . . resh blue . . . yel
'low. A bargain at—
$1.49
SPECI.4L!!!
MO Summer
HATS
Pastel felts and straws ... these
sold to 52.9s. now only-
88c
( I 11..7!
SANDALS
Just 57 pairs, white, pink, yel
low and red. Broken sizes ..
%% hile they last at—
$1.00
SUMMER SHOES
Our ,..'.99
SHOES now
$2.22
111 our rani. Fash-
ion Shoes priced to
clear. Scores of
beautiful patterns in
whites and brown
and white. Shop
early and get your
sink
Our $3.9.;
SHOES now$2.99
1'
•
...naomm....10040,1M41,1110W.M4461111NO MASNW/MO 
Wrferraralifferlif"Illr""rrriltn
ersessereer" ,srp‘pippe, ..1111A11.........",
ProRparrairrriermrrrk
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MYRICK GIRLS VISITING
PARENTS FOR TWO WEEKS
Miss Lena Myrick and Mrs. Elmer
Klope of Chicago, Illinois arrived in
Fulton Monday for a two weeks va-
cation with their parents, Mr and
Mrs Lee Myrick, on College Street,
South Fulton
JONES OF DETROIT HERE
Mr. and Mrs. George .11.tleM of De-
troit Michigan are spending several
days in Fulton with friends and the
fornesr's parents. Monday night
they were complimented by Mr. and
Mrs. Elvis Myrick when they enter-
tained with a fish fry and swim at
Reelfoot Lake,
Mr. and Mrs. F If Riddle and
sons. Alton and Harold, spent Sat-
urday at Murray, Ky
Miss Bonnie Boyd is ill this week
at the home of Mrs. C. A. Boyd on
the Mayfield Highway.
Mr Turner Morris will leuve next
week fie Water Valley. Mississippi
for an indefinite visit.
MRS. JAMISON VACATING
IN LIVINGS.TON. MONTANA
Mrs Halley Jamison left Fulton
yesterday (Thursday) for Living-
ston. Montana where she will spend
a sixteen day vacation with her
brother. J W. Wright and family
She will visit Yellowstone National
Park and many other interesting
points.
THURSDAY NIGHT cum
WITH MISS EUNICE ROGERS
Miss Eunice Rogers was hostess
to her bridge club Thursday night
at her home on Central Avenue
The three tables of regular club
members were present who enjoyed
serial games of progressive contract
throughout the evening At the
conclusion high score was held by
Miss Adolphus Mar Latta who re-
ceived a portable porch chair as
priae. Miss Lily B Allen cut con-
solation and was presented a beauti-
ful apron.
Late in the evening the hostess
served delicious baked ham sand-
wiches and coca-cola
This club will be again next
week with Miss Tommie Nell Gates
at her home on Central Avenue
SEW AND SO CLUB
WITH MRS. HARRY LATTA
Mrs. Harry M. Latta delightfully
entertained the Sew and So Club of
Fulton Thursday afternoon at herhome south of 'own. Only one
visitor. Mrs. Donald Stokes. was
present with the club members
Gar-es and contests were enjoyed
throughout the afternoon and priees
were won by Mesdames Louis
Bard. W. R. Holloway, J. E. Bard.
and Stokes.
After an afternoon of informal
— entertainment and seseep&Ilagjesteess
v.!" celtli.TS'ul refreshments.
Mrs. Carl Pucket will entertain
this club at its next meeting at her
home on Second Street.
BUG-CS ON VACATION
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Bugg and
daughter, LaNelle. left Fulton Fri-
day for a vacation trip to Hot
Springs, Little Rock. and other
points of interest.
R FT, N FROM SCOUT
.1A MBOREE
Harold Mullins, J. Mack Scates.
Hughe Mack McClellan. and Jack
Snow returned Saturdayq to their
homes in Fulton after attending the
Boy gcout Jamboree held in Wash-
ington. D. C.
MISS BRADY VISITS HERE
Miss Martha Brady of Long
Beach. California. who is enroute to
her }mese from New York City and
Washington. arrived in Fulton Sun-
day night to spend two weeks with
friends and relatives
BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
Mr. and Mrs T. T. Wrather are
hte proud parents of a daughter.
born Sunday. July II. at the Fu]-
ten Hnapital.
MRS. HAILEY RETURNS
FROM VACATION
Mrs. Raymond Halley returned
Sends' night to her home or Arch
S - 'et after spending a two weeks
item in Collierville Tennessee
• ere she was the house guest of
' • - (les Nichols. She also visited
eTeeelhis Term., the guest of Mrs
A L Fathere. the former Attie
B Gates.
MRS ."Ti OWN HOSTESS
TO ST"TITIER WET)NESDAY
Mrs S L. Brown delightfully en-
tertained a number of friends with a
well elenned supper Wednesday
night at her country park. Brown
Haver, on the Union City Hi ghoa, v
A delicious snorier was scr.••• •
the foll-wing7 Mr. and Mrs E
Hannenhin. and their house guests.
Mrs. Crrter and daughters. Martha
and Marjorie. Elizabeth Drysdae
Frances Bri,hn Nick 7,anter. Turkel-
Joyner. fh,• nte. and Linsey Wit-
eon
,DAY CLUB MEE're eittieee
, and Mrs. Abe Jolley were
Lest and hostess to their regular
Tuesday night bridge club Friday
night at their home on West State
Line. The usual three tables ot
players were present which includ-
es! our visitor, Mrs. Melvin Hill of
St. Louis, Mo., who is the house guest
of Mrs. Selden Cohn.
At the conclusion of several
games of bridge high score among
the ladies was held by Mrs Cohn
who received an attractive bath mat
as prize. Mr, George Hester held
high score for the gentlemen and
was presented handkerchiefs
Late in the evening the hestess
eq.% eft a delightful aalail ketUrSf.
VAC.\TING
Mr. and "- • hnson left
Fulton Saturday feu Si Petershure.
Florida where they are spending
their vacation. They will also visit
the many other interestina, points of
Florida and will return to Fulton
Satin.dav
F11-)ET IS ENJOY PTCNIC
Tiessily ',este the Fidelist Sunday
Schm I Class of the First Baptist
chneeh enjoyed a remit' at the home
of Mr-- Dorris Malentine on the
Mayfield highway
About twenty-five members were
present MA Cninyod A I‘ole1tifIll ric
nic sooner spread on the lawn Ver-
lolls PAMPA and eontesta were en_
'eyed after the supper.
_
l'EltSmNAL 111111)1I. SHOWER
Chia Bard
I,‘ 74;1, Li% It lit BAIA 1•11t1T-
I.1,.1011 V, 1111 all Li1tt.i1104.1,1
141,1V until 1,1.1g4.11al 1•11()WIT iii honor'
tile ,11,11,,,;11./Iillg marriage of Mess
Leisise Weibel tee.
In the
SN anti Herring reci.a sal higa score
aid Mrs A H Inman loe. aciire
prise Little Jackie Bard, cal mg a
pink umbrella. announced ni stiewer.
and Magee .1. E Satterfield present
ed the honoree with a basket of love-
ly gifts.
The guests were led Mei the din-
ing roion beautifully &citrate(' with
pink and white, by Mrs. Harold Par
ham and Bernice Parham represent-
ing the future bride and groom, to
the accompaniment of Mendelssohn's
! Wedding March, played by Miss
Ruth Hampton.
This day in time a specialist is a
man eho thinks you've got sehat he
specializes in.
Delicious ice course was served to
the following. Misses Louise Wol-
berton, Aura Harrison of Oxford.
Miss., Ruth Hampton, Swann Her.
ring. Bernice Parham, Jackie Bard
Clevia Bard, and Frances Bard
Masters J E Satterfield and Sydney
Bard Mesdames 0 C Wnlberton.
J. R Satterfield, A H Inman. Vada
Bard, Laymon Bard. Herbert Howell.
Harold Parham. John E Bard and
Cleveland Bard
LOCALS
I Mrs. H. L. Carter Marjorie and
Martha, of Ridgely. Tennessee are
visiting in Fulton, the house guest
if Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hannephin on
Norman Street.
Mrs. B. K. Walters of Los Angeles,
California is spending several days
with relatives in Fulton.
Mrs T. D. Boaz and son are spend-
ing this week with relatives in
Murray, Kentucky.
James Leath of Portsmouth. Vir-
ginia is spending his vacation in
Fulton wth friends and parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Leath. on Nor-
man Street.
Mrs. Audra Monger, formerly con-
nected with the P. H. Weeks Dry
Goods Co., is now associated with
the- Do.iy• Shop-eil-Lake 51...in the
ready to wear department.
Misses Kathleen Winter and
Frances Poyner will go to Mem-
hil today (Friday) where they will
visit Miss Frances Wiseman.
Miss Mary McCrite is spending
this week with friends and relater's
in Memphis. Tenn. She will return
Sunday.
Howard Slayden of Mayfield Ken-
tucky spent Wednesday in Fulton.
Mr. T J. Allison of Chattancoga,
Turn sphrdine two weeks in
Fulton on busines., for the Southern
Bell Telephone Company.
Mrs. Frank Wiseman of Memphis
spent Friday and Satorday in Ful-
tha with Mrs. Sam Edwards on
College Street. She returned to her
home Saturday night. accompanied
by little Miss Sue Carolyn Wise-
man. who spent last week here.
James Ethridge remains very ill
at his home on College Street.
Mrs. Henry Norman Weather-
ford and little daughter. Betty
Frances have beer visiting Mrs.
Weatherford's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Beadles at their home on Carr
Street.
Many of boy's highest ambition is
to marry a beautiful rich girl who
seetee he inn proud to let her hus-
band work
Quite a few Fulton men don't
care whether they are sitting on
top of the world or not—just
sitting.
Opportunity does not always
knock. Sometimes he just sits out
in the car and honks.
What has become of the old fash-
ioned Fulton man. who always laid
something aside for a "rainy day?"
What this county seems to need
roost right now is a little more per-
form and a little less reform.
As a usual rule, when you see a
Fulton man who doesn't want any
more money he's holding a lily in
his hand.
"OLD HEN DAYS"
NOW FEATURED"
Got an old hen you don't
need? Bring or send her to The
News °Hite and get your home
and farm paper TWO LONG
'FAR. Be will allow you full
market prier for them.
Stibacriptiona are coming in
at the rate of :10 or 40 each
week, hut we realiae there are
iota rbf people 'who still want to
take The News. This is an easy
v Inat go out in the back
1.'rd etilnek" that extra old
he up close enough to crab
her by the "hind leg" end then
brine her tii The Nee s office.
Satre-rine, will he "old hen
(lass." Bring them in to irs and
we will tern them over to the
Dallas Produce Company elm
will pay the highest market
price, and will also pity a? nn
for the lareest old hen brought
in to The Newa office in the
next two weeks. Give the old
hen a chancel let her help to
bring ynti Fulton county's most
proereceive new :paper for two
sears—and perhaps bring yon
an additional two dollars for
being the "biggest hen" brought
In during the two weeks.
A 11em54age To
Fulton Voters
I have been persuaded by many
of my friends to make the race for
councilman and inasmuch as I am
a candidate and I am asking your
consh:eration. I believe that you
should know something about the
things I stand for, and the thingii
I shall strive for if cleuted Ii of-
fice, at the Deneicratie Primary,
Saturday, August 7, 1937
First. let me set out it few personal
facts about myself, alienist!' I am
personally acquainted with most ef
you. I attended school in Fulton,
after which I took special floating
in business administration and com-
merical law. During the many
years that I leive ken a newspaper
man and Miter. I have kept in cle.
contact with the affair of our fair
city, of Fulton County and of the
State of Kentucky I have token an
active part in primmtion of thing,:
for the general good of our com-
munity, and as secretary of the
Young Ileniocratic Club I have
worked (to. the ParlY.
It is common belief that Fulton is
well on the way toward material
progress. and the next few years
will certainly bring about many
changes and readjustments following
the recent depression. These new
problems must be weighed and acted
upon careful consideration
BELOW I SET OUT FOR YOUR
PERUSAL MY BELIEFS IN RE-
GARD TO THE ADMINISTRA-
TION OF THE PEOPLE'S BUS-
INESS
1. G4rvernmental business should
be operated like private business.
Business-like methods should be in-
augurated, with every department
functioning efficiently, and stricit
economy should always rule.
2. No business can operate unless
the management is in close touch
with the income and outgo. There-
fore a budget should be adopted and
lived up to if 'he taxpayers' dollars
are to obtain maximum results.
3. Jobs or contracts let by the
city should be subject to bids, as
this method has proved successful in;
reducing costs. The taxpayers' dol.'
ars should be made to purchase more
than 50c, which is so common al
practice in many forms of govern-
ment.
4. Regular reports of the city's!
financial condition indebtedness, re-
venues and itemized expenditures
should be made public in order that '
the people may know whether their
business is being properly conduct-
ed. Citizens and taxpayers are due
an authentic report regarding the
affairs of the city, as this gives them
a check up on their servants.
5 All expenditures should be
guarded by every member of the
council and every councilman should
consider it his duty to keep in
—eose-tfnIch with- the-e4ty's-rev
and expense.
6. All city business should be
conducted Without favort ism and
partiality. All matters should be
discussed in open session, with all
members of the council earnestly
working for thie common good of
the people.
7. No public servant should for-
get that he is working for all the
people--not himself of any group
of individuals.
When you go to the polls to yr.li•
Saturday. August 7th. you will fin i
nine men on the ticket for ciesisel
From this group of nine men you
will vote for only six as that number
composes a board. Two men are
out for mayor. Your right as an,
American citizen gives you the pri-i
vilege of selecting who shall serve
you. Every one of these men are -
good citizens. and they realize that
the office of councilman is a hard
job. Like myself their civic interest
has laced them at your disposal, as,
you go the the polls to vote for:
good goevernment.
I honestly believe that the SEVEN
POINTS set out above mean a good
city government. If you believe asl
I do, and feel like voting for me, I
shall endeavor at all times to serve
you to the best of my ability.
SINCERELY
J. PAUL BUSHART
BRIEF THOIWIITS
lift' evens things up. Most every;
Fulthn citizen has relatives he is
ashamcd of and also a few who are
usually ashamed of him.
The first thing a brand new widhw
idoes s to get her hair bobl,
the first thing a brand new v.
er does is get his mustache sha‘e .
off.
• Over in China the girls like the .7-
, rice with chopsticks but o•.-er here
;they prefer to have it thrown at
' them.
Most Fulton people are optimistic.
They'd pay the doctor more prompt-
ly if they expected to reed him a-
gain.
Pedestrians have plenty of rigle-:
in the courts. Now if they colal
get a few on the streets mei high-
ways evr • ything would he :II right
Mhybe that Indiana farmer iv'
preached his own funeral sean—
sh for fear some preacher woz:
tell the truth about him later on.
Quite a fr'W' Fulton citizens can re-
call that back in horse-and buggy
days the horse had one advantage.
He ecaild net home at eight NS ithout
running into a lot of telephone
poles
A lot of movie stars marry for
better or worse but few of them
seem to marry for keeps.
If a Fulten man dresses shabbily
his wife apologizes for him but if
he always looks neat she gays she
picked nut his suit.
Hollywood has no competition in
one respect. It's still the town of
permanent waves and temporara
iwives.
The government is still preach
economy, but most of the pn
clans never get beyond the preface
, ing stage.
r
.41
-One of the boyhtest, smartest
things I've seen,- states
BETTY WITCOFF,
Fosh,v, Designer of she
SIMPLICITY PATTERN CO , INC.
PORK S. BE 1 \
1-lb. 
5( 
Iona
Can It rand
.1. I'. 111:1',..11)
Sliced,
Prz lb. loaf 10c
SCHOOL BAY PEAS
Finest int Medium
Quality 'I Can
Macaroni or Spaghet ti
"Iona' 3
Brand 7-eptillefpkgs. 10c
DEEP SEA FILLETS
Boneless
Fish 10( Pound
SMART rntoLEAN
*PRO' j
with
ANN PAGE
SALAD
DRESSING
Just wait till you se. this opron-the latest adoefce
lion of the smart Tyrolean vogue! Style authorities
rove over it It's beautifully mode, smart, colorful.
And it's yours for a label from a jar of
Ann Page Salad Dressing and only 25s
sent to A&P, Box 576, Grand Cent, I
Station, New York City.
ANN pAGE
SLICED BACON
PINK SALMON
maumaamer...r.
PINT
JAR 21c
QUART :3 3 cJAR
POTATOES
`plosi1O1bs.21c
LETTUCE Fancy 2 to ads 15crg
CANTALOUPES 2 'um!" 15(SIZE
PEACHES Home Grown, Wiz 25
lb.acerage basket
Bananas iJ,s. lie
"ALL GOOD"
FANCY
BREAKFAST
FINEST
ALASKA
1-2 P01 \
PACKAGE
2 TALLCANS
 111111MINIMIP 
REFRESHING — STIMULATING — INVIGORATING
ICED :1. & P. COFFEE
Soth stimulating and refreshing. iced A. & P. coffee is the best summer drink, what's
nom pound of V & P. slitter. is Ire-hls ground to give you all of its delicious Ito or
8 O'clock Coffee MILD ANDN1ELLOW(POUND .  19e) 3
hill (11:( 1.1. t 01111. ru Ii i,i1 toll-iiii(11,(1. pound
BOKAR ('OFFEE. the ilavor supreme. pound
POI NO
I6c
25c
More.
33C
alc
25e
SUGAR PURE CANE 
GRANULATED
('loth Bag
100-lb. Bag 
  
$1.30
S5.00
PEACHES DELMONTEor 1.11111V'SHALVED or SLICED
1:(Itt r 3h Os .11 Every-day Lou-
Priet It in A P Fresh .1Itat .1Iarket
POT RnAST Fancy Brandt dBeef, chuck. lb. 20c
Round Shoulder Roast, lb. 22c
Bound Sleek. lb. 32c
VEAL ROAST, mrpound 15c
Plate iloiliiij Met% lb. 10c
Mutton Chops, lb. 10c
MUTTON P" 8cpound
ha! Loin ( hops, lb.
Veal Shoulder Chops. lb.
20c
tic
HAMBURGERS 'a,, 15c
Imemommommmums
10
2
POUND
PAPER
BAG
LARGE
CANS
51c
35C
SO.1P CHIPS
'ban Quick or 5 pound 37(
Easy Task box
111 -ST AIM
Delicious 10, LargeFlat-or 2-1b. Jar
Hire's Root Ike,-
E.vt met. bottle 13c
( EBTO
For Janis, 
L 
1f
Fillies, etc. i;41.(1;1;it
E DIV ATM: C A*
Delicious 19c I pound
11.afers box
A. & P. FOOD STORES
I'. CORPORATED
*
i !iv I. c()PNTY NEWS, 1,1 'IA ();, y
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In The Sewing Room:
To keep crochet ‘Atfult Ii iPili ii
(elide, pull the
last Imp eut long emeigh to pass
j the ball through. This faxtena it
BERRY DUMPLINGS-2 cum securely and it may easily be open-
flour; 4 teameseis hiking powder; isl et the same way when resuming
teriataxin salt; 4 tablespoena fut; 1 1 / 14' 14/0114.-  -A thimble pushed up
2-3 cup cold water. Mix flour with; into the finger of a glove makes
baking powder and salt. Cut in it 101.1111. -- • - Sew car-
et rags on the bias Ili aseed a
'Why seam.
AN INSPIRATION --"It 1'41'1 Ilk
utlillity te KICK Ind to IMO
inekes the nude it high priced eni•
mut"
nrtunt (or suinnici- weal', especially Creep Fed Calves Ito Best,
rm. evening, addle gel
OW 
den wh
lkc 
eat, On Corn, l'ottonseed Cake i
maize and butterscotch and shades
also favor for day Ome. Wear yel-
low accessories to match your dress.
-----
In The Kitchen:
If the doughnut cutter Is dipped
in hot water before cutting out the
doughnut it will not stick—Re-
move any of the yolk which gets
Into the whiten when separating
"1 E " WEEKLY
SCRAPBOOK
fat with knife. Slowly add water
until dolt ileugh form Pat it out
until eiii-eighth inch thick mul cut
inn) eight pieces. Then Ii. 111 ii Hiked
berries of any variety vuiu -Ii.uiiw.
-- ---
A Style Hine:
YellOW rnihre im•
Calves creep-fed made their best
nnd most economical gains on a ra-
thin of aliened colts and cottonseed
cake in a tent by the United States
Department of Agrieulture in co-
operation with the Missouri State
Experiment Station at Sni-a-Bar
Forms, Grain Valley, Mo.
At the end of the 140-day test
eggs with a piece of eggshell. The calves fed the shelled corn and cot-
edges are sharper than a amen.-- tonseed cake averaged pounds
When making fruit pies dampen more thim another group fed ground
the edge of the pastry with milk shelled corn and vethinseed take,
instead of water. It Ms better 13 pounds more than valves fed
and the juice in not so likely to boil green(' cern, cottonseed cake, arid
over. alfalfa-nuilasees mixture, and 22
The Family Doctor
An excellent cough mixture is
made from honey and lemon juice.
Violent wheeping cough spasms may
be relieved and Sleep induced if a
glass of warm milk is taken, allow-
ing a lump of butter to melt on
top.
Worth Knowing:
When windows, doors or cabinet
drawers stick, rub a piece of laun-
dry soap at the point of friction.
If the point where it sticks can-
not be reached, as in a sticking
window, pour a little hot lard in-
to the casing.---To remove varnish,
make a solution of one part cairn-
te• soda and three parts hiSewario
water. Apply with brush er i)onge
Let stand a moment and then
Asepoo.
pounds more than a group receiv-
ing 'Mend corn, cottonseed cake, and
alfalfa-molasses mixture.
The calves receiving ground corn,
cottin seed cake, and Cie alfalfa-
moles tea mixture, ate 25 percent
more fed and acquired a better
finish at the end of the feeding
period than those fed shelled corn
and cottonseed cake. The differ-
ence in market price of the two
groups, however, did not justify
either the cost of grinding the corn
or the additional cost of feed.
Calves from each group when fed
in dry lots for 196 days after wear-
ing, on the same rations they had
received befere weaning, showed no
significant difference in tstal gain.
This.e fed cottonseed cake and corn
were the heaviest at the end of the
experiment although not so well
i• '
liegfri / tt, , J... -.
CLEAN ANP WHITL: ( !
wiiii thi OsNA,,en t, •,th t • : ,
the hidden crevices between the • • ••• •
lag. Protects thr rum. and is 4.C,f, •"` 1 al
TRY CALOX AT OUR E .S
What Cairn wdl do for your teeth it ••••11% . •
you in your own horn• at our exreh•e S,f. , • If •i -
coupon with name and address and may; t• 1,, ,.• f•
ceiets absolutely free • test •tt CAt.oxl ;141 I-.
ha powder more and rn, reopl• •!ft uethg irviny day.
IMRE TRIAL COUPON 
McKetaten Robh4r • If c Ff./he'd C0',, 
. ' nM
Send me a 10 day trial pj CALOX TGC/T/i Pot: .;I n •
expenee to me I IA,: try it
Adire••
finished us the ones led ground
High glade Siattliern sal VII/ were
used lii the feeding te-ss and the
market value was eatiiiiiited at the
end of the feeding experiment by
cenimismion niereltaiits on Kansas
City stockyard's
A GOOD FARMIII/ITNE BETTER
THAN MEDIEVAL CASTLE
----- -
A man's Minn. is still his castle as
ria in the days id meats and bettle-
ments when it Wil posuction it •
iminst unfriendly nod wai like tu.igh-
htirs. "As el the past", says Wal-
lace /Willy of the lfittivii Slated
Bureau of Agricultui at Engineer-
ing, "prideetion hem heat and
141111 and mnew, are still primary
funetions of the house, but a well
panned modern farmhouse in certi-
fies pretectien and, ciprivenience can
be far ahead of the old-time rustle.
"Enemies", lie says, "are still with
us. There tire termites which at-
tack the house itself, there are the
Vousefly and the mesquite which may
carry disease, the rats and mice
which destroy property and also may
may disease at times, fire and de-
cay, and other enemies that may
take Way the very house itself.
We might add such adverse factors
as discomfort, and durdgery, which
are still to be found in thousands
of farmlieuses.
"Many farmhouses will be Nett or
remodeled this year", says Mr. AM,-
by in calling attention to the
wealth of information now avail-
able on modern farmhouse con-
struction.
An example is Farmers' Bulletin
1738 "Farmhouse Plans"-40 plans
prepared by the Bureau of Agricul-
tural Engineering in cooperation
with the various State colleges.
Others are Farmers' Bulletin 1749,
"Modernizing Farmhouses"—plans
of several farmhouses actually re-
modeled; Farmers' Bulletin 1649,
"Construction of Chimneys and Fire-
places" and Farmers' Bulletin 1698,
"Heating the Farm House." These
bulletins and a list of nthers which
deal with the construction of farm-
houses and other farm buildings
may be obtained from the United
States Department of Agriculture
Washington D. C.
Most Fulton girls prefer a promis-
ing young man but everybody else
perfer those who pay cash.
There are said to be twenty mil-
lion bachelers in the U. S. and few
of them have anybody but them-
selves to blame.
You can tell when youth ends and
decay begins. You begin to notice
how noisy the world is.
A Fulton mother is a person who
sees there are only four pieces of
pie for five people and she doesn't
care for pie.
Mrs. Roosevelt says the depression
made us better acquainted with each
other. Yes. especially with our
poor relations.
Scientists say it has taken a mil-
lion years to make man what he is
today. And the average woman
can make him over in six months.
Some people around Fulton seem
to think that giving an abundance of
praise unto the Lord excuses them
from paying their debts.
YOU WE IT TO YOURSELF
•
Alt TR HOT WATER
Y1111
egiA-
FOR JUs.' A FtW
CENTS A PAY
Gna. !eau, lootrartrocif
St ,•!••.r•eis :ow ,•,,
Ir WILL cost vou nothing hut the time you take to come toour store and let us explain in detal
Whs. Electric Cooking is cleanest, coolest .ind safest.
hy it materially reduces a housewife's "kitchen hours".
hv it saves her much time and work.
'Wily it produces meals more lasts and nourishing.
\X'f it is truly economical.
Why )ou should have Electric Cooking
Why sou can afford it even if .sou do have to live On 8
modest income.
NN'hy mtvre than 1.250,000 American housewives enthusi-
astically re-contested it.
So come in and see our display of II-csintg.iwi,e and tiotroost
rang 's. amo oth. r standard makes sold by loi.l; dealers. All are
modtrarcly pricid and they may be , urchased on easy terms,
ftEll•s sIT
Aft
.ted
A HE T 110NPSON, Martagfr
Ft/Sir/tin if/I'ffl 111 I pet s. ;.
t'lothes Umlaut 4461 ernmilin, and the first aviit's (Tots
, The terracing prevented further 
atarionietii,timairrytitp.erotoif mop( vilegean, tcsitlizncrouirl ,dariip 
f sfpv benne* produce,' 75 tuns or to Pr''''ve  '111411"litY in accurate- .
Women wit tiolY snend aPprfixi• l.'' kuir'iliff!:Tififl:il'el, thiliir‘;' f"ii:l:1".Yliusireitt"*ei ii , ahp"tphlicsatnites tehialdt ifiladyeruntidia;et beer •
nudely linli of lite falsill:/* loy"ine placed in a regular rotation whichivestiaated would collect any fa. .in many eases, they spend more of . will build up whim. mid resistancel records in the way of Bibles,It than they realize for something against soil losses.
add to warmth, energy or provide 
i' rins certificates, inuure ance policies,that 'ain't he measured, that doerin't. lic
1 According to the report from the 
,Aiemnisen dfa(c).ir ptlitbauteminiim 
matters 
cersartitifriecaattes 
deal
shelter, and that seen becomes ' office of or. A. Y. Lloyd. Director , when the home visit is made by the
worthless. In ether words, a big if ',oldie Assixtnnee. 276 recipients, Field Worker. The Division appre-item in the t lollies budget is filS1111/11. hi Fulluti cierety received S2.577.50 e;atem the fine cooperation that our
This IN the epiiiiiiii lir MiSPI IrrOneeS! di/run! 1/10 M/Mith uf June.
and design iii the hemp issiiiiiiiiics di-- Pig a /Then, lilt)   ; V,1.11. if il,( 'MCI 1 i jf 
' V% ,,rkers have received from these N. wh„ t..iii.h p,,,, 0,, .,,,,. in elfitilIng: ()Vol the entire state 5.501i pend-•
prirtment or the I Irti vet sits' it Kvo- t.v tin, Divi•Offn of l'of die As,istiofcl, 
into*. Illoostouk of maple that have
A fushin is an interest of the me- asie iippreved for new grants. 890
((arms June Of tin - WM) /WI' 4.3311 Iii:t1"::::111(:1:4'''4.1.:11:1:1!1_1'ItiPlki411:41(7itril7.'nferlf1(1‘.1511.enrhlfieitt:f511-! ts)::"Irritid:lucky Celle*. of Agf if•oll or,.
ells communitlei."froynt, perhaps even cm fad, but it ma -y s. e dss;s,i s• Is., s a ea, ost.t ie 
erow into a set style, says Nils..
Seeds. The misiern fashiim wrirld
goea back to Louise XV in Fume.- 4i , • 10 !s, , --
for its bemintmig, awl it has been gip. 722. 35 in todtial itaststar
ing strong ever since. Designers
don't just launch a new fashion for
no rhyme or retirees, but rather
after study of the temper of the
times; for instance, inexpensive cot-
tons held sway during the depression,
a popular novel rif the War rif 1865
has given an interest in clothes aleng
19th rentury lines, etc.
By the time people become tired
of a fashien, designers have launched
something that seems fresh and new
to us As an illustration, the nubby,
rough woolerim ter dress coats for the
past several winters probablv will
give way to "new" nld-fashinned
twills and seti.!es for the winter of
1937-38
Is fashion worthwhile? Questioned
on this point. Miss Seeds de-
clares that rapidly changing fashion
may be trivial and costly, amt many
of the changes are not improvements.
Nonetheless, there is some !satisfac-
tion and at teat a chance for progress
when we are looking for new ideas
and ways of expressing our interests.
Conservative buyers should not hast-
ily adopt fads. hut should try to
buy with the future as well as the
present in mind, so as to be well.
dressed and also economical. In
other words, don't become fashion's
victim, but make it a servant.
Simple Treatment
Brings Field Rack
Terracing, coupled with applica-
tions of lime and superphosphate,
turned a 50-acre idle field in Lo-
gan county, Ky., from a liability into
an asset in one year. The field is
on the Roy Correll farm, and the
work was planned by the Russell-
ville CCC camp, under the supervi-
sion of Superintendent R. H. Money.
The field had a poor stand of
grass, and no return was being real-
ized. After signing a cooperation
agreement with the Soil 
-.11••• ,,1111•1 .41•11- 
Conserve-
l 
Hair Cut
field and applied two tons of lime Shave 15c
25ction Service, Mr. Correll terraced ti.e
and 20e pounds of superphosphate
.1.1/•
!
seeessessies.... .11••—••••• •• -1•111.14M1 4/1Ias , .1.•1. 111114MMIMIIMM11.1.:*
this month.
The Division of Pulite' Assistie
is exerting every effort to clear all
pending implications within the
near ituture. In this cerinection
Lloyd slated, "few people over the
stale have realized the tremendiae
difficulties involved in securing ds
Accurate
IS ORICV A A'S11111
At Lou' Coat
Watt-lies, Clocks & Time Pieces
of All Kinds Accurately Re-
paired at Low Vest by—
ANDREIVS
JEWELRY COMPANY
lisweerw.
A ,ew kind of Deodorant
YODORA
./M7141Idate rlaa, outgo,
It only tales 3 dabs of Yodora altar
which it vanishes instantly.
Soothing as • cold cream and does not
stain delkate clothing
You get positiv• protection with Yodora.
Quick to disappear—there's lio *siting.
no "drying" You can use It right after
shaving. Yodora pr, tacts from the mo-
ment you apply it, I, brinuUs you UR 11 rityl
Yodura Is Ideal for sanitary napkins—
soothing and eats. la Tubes and Jane—
••cb DO.
At Your Favor** Drug Ste...
41. ow. am.r. -•••••••••••••••••M.......41M..1111MPWIIEWIMM.111111...11o. 4m..• 44 1
LOOK 20 YEARS
YOUNGER
By Using
OMES B. CASEY3
HAIR RESTORER
••••neaes,
Sold on a Positive
Guarantee
Restores hair to its nate.
color, and will positively cu
dIndruff and eczema.
Come and get a trial bottle
today for 60c on our money-
back guarantee.
JAMES B. CASEY
BARBER SHOP
7/zkites Quality an Economy
x>n, _e47e.ty
WARREN'S MOM ,Akil) VARX1t104
'Southern made For Southern clime°
For Improving Your Property
BUILDING MATERIALS
Now is the time to build a home of your own. Building
materials, labor costs and real estate prices are rising steadily
all over the country. Your investment in a home now will pay
you large returns. Consult us for plans. estimates and building
advice. No charge or obligation to you.
PIERCE -CEQUIN
LUMBER COMPANY
PHO 33 FULTON, KY.
.-4
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The Fulton Couutti A cu's
J. Paul Banbart, Mg ii. Editor
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
Entered as second class matter June
38. 141.i, at the post office at Fulton,
Ky, under the act of March 3, 1879.
-
OBITUARIES, Cards of Thanka,
Bumnees Notieer and Political Cards
charged at the iate of lc per word.
Su) tion Rates. Radius of 30
utiles ''ultoti 81 00 a year Else-
whet 30 • year.
POLITICAL
iNOUNCEMENTE
The Fulton County News is auth-
orised to announce the following
candidates for the various offices,
subject to the action of the Demo-
cratic primary in August. 1937.
For County Attorney
WOOD C. TIlr'FON, Jr.
For Sheriff
WARD MCLELLAN
O. C. HENRY
For Representative
W. L. HAMPToN
(Re-Election
HARRY LEE wATERIFIELD
For Magistrate of First District
C. J. BOWERS
For County Court Clerk
CLARDIE L. HOLLAND
For Tax Commissioner
J. P. JEFFRESS
For City Jillg.•
LON ADAMS
For County Judge
CLAUDE L. WALKER
E. .1. STAHR
For Mayor
R. C. PEEPPLES
PAUL DEMYER
To average Fulton citizen.
who ; se his taxes even though it
means a tremendous sacrifice, the
action of many of the nation's
wealthy men is abominable, to say
the least. They know it is sort of
second nature with some people to
try to heat the government. hut they
can't understand in this connectionhow lawyers. supposedly "officers of
the court" and sworn to uphold
the laws of the land can lend
themselves to the practice of aiding
and abetting tax-dodging, as many
of them are actually doing. Today
scores of lawyers are accepting payfor seeking ways and means whereby rich clients car. beat the law bylegal technicalities In the eyes of
the a‘erage man such lawyers arefor the bar associations of the
country to do a little house-clean-ing within their own ranks. It
would at least help to put a littlehigher premium on honesty.
•
DANGEROUS BLONDES 4
If she drives an automoble at nigh
a blonde is not as safe a driver asis a brunette. So says a distinguish-
ed New York opticiar It has been
ascertained that when the lights,
of an encesning eir hit a driver's
h1.1..PING C001.
For ste ei at weeks rkiltkrit
sit hells may expect to hear the ram.
e erms old summ question: 'es it
hot enough for you.'" While hoping,
of course, that the weathei man
doesn't go to extreme.. as he did
last summer, they realize there Is
no possible way to escape a cer-
tain amount of torrid weather, but
8s usual are unprepared to meet
it In the most confortable way.
Along this line the advice of afamous Chicago physician recently
broadcast over the radio should be
of particular interest. He mays the
best thirst-quencher is cool water
with a small amount of salt dissolvedin it. because perspiration lowers
the water-lever of the body and pro-duces symtoms to thirst, also carrying away a certain amount of NJ •
Ms solution from the body tissues
Eat lightly, he advises. and avoid fats
and fried foods Plenty of green
vegetables and fruits are recom-
mended, along with salads and ice
Cream. But he nuttio against tee
much pie and cake
Close the doors and draw the
blinds in the house during the day,he says, and that will help to beat
the heat. Then at sundown when
blinds are raised the temperature in
the room should be several degrees
cooler than if they had not been
drawn. But possibly the best sug
geston of all he saves for the last.
though for a great many people it
‘k•11 be hardest to observe. Here
, t is—take it for what it is worth:
"Take it easy! Don't hurray! And
try to forget there are such thine%
as thermometers."
FL'TUIRE SAFETY
Teaching the youngsters how todrive autos safely may not help the
oldsters of today very much, but it,
appears to be the only way this;
country will ever become safety-
minded The drivers of the present,day seem to be 
hopeless.There are now several millionyoung people who are not eligible under the law to operate automobile&1Vithin five years these young peo-ple. now in the upper school grades,
will be driving. In 10 years still
mother group. equaly numerous,i!I be ready to start doing the
same thing. So while not abandon-For City Council mg the attempt to educate pre.K. CLARF.NCE PICKERING sent drivers, why would it not be aPALL Bt'SHART good idea to start in at once on the
OH C. MELTON intensive training of these futureN drivers' And where is there aK. It LOWE 
, more fitting place for teaching themIN. McNEILLY isafety than in the school rooms ofT. T. BOAZ :the nation?
E. N. DEsIVER ! It may be necessary to convert agreat many teachers to the ideaH. H BUGG lbefore it could be put into general.a. K. NEM UHoSE !use, but insofar as teachers around1Fulton are concerned there is rea-
son to believe they would be will-!ing and anxious to add a regularIcourse. Provided with proper textThe nation's wheat crop is now at books, they would be a powerfula stage where it is possible for ex-' force in shaping the minds of thete- MAO- petty -lett] t bte toke -yotmgsters totrard the need- for -ab- ,casts of it size, and their announ- solute care and extreme skill in the;cement that it will be the largest handling of a motor car. Such in- 'since 1932 should be cheering newsto all Fulton citizens who ressizethat the country's prosperity large-ly hinges on this cereal. Even the
conservative grain experts place theprobable total yield this year at
more than 650.000.000 bushels of
winter ond 150,000.000 bushels of
spring wheat. That, they point out.
will I" en ugh for the country's owndomestic needs, with enough left
over to fill the empty grain eleva-tors of Europe. Always in the past
when America had grain enough forher own use and some for export
times were relatively good. So in
that old rule one finds time for re-joicing at this time. With a hump- "The old
-fashion summer." as-er wheat crop, and all other grain setts Bert Newhouse "is one whencrops in proportion as now appears strikes were called in the baseballto be the case, the sun of prosperity; parks or the country, not in its fact-rises hieher in the sky. May noth-lories."ing int fere to cheek its aecendancy.
BIG WHEAT YIELD
Another puzzle that a man canDODGING TAXES study for years without getting theright answer is his wife.
Frank Wiggins says the kind ofwedding shower a bridegroom re-sents is the best man showering thebride with kisses
According to Walter Evans thebest way to make your wife sit upand take notice is to talk in yoursleep.
Women are always going in forrew writ-Ales to do away with theold ones
Hilary Ray has it figured outthat if some of us got what wedeserved then we'd know' whattrouble really is.
"After you have weeded the gar-den," says B J. Williams "a geedway to get the kink out of yourback is to whitewash a ceiling."
i As Louis Kasnow sees it. the leo
wind down town is hardly a zephyrwhen he gets home where his wifecan hear him.
If most men didn't have vivid im-aginations the chorus girls of thecountry would be working for aliving.
eye, he drives blind for a number
of feet. It take from ene-fifth to There are a fee- fellows aroundone and one-fifth aevencis to re- Fulton who are so lazy that theycorer natural night-driving vis. won't even loaf industriously.
---------------- 
-
ion. Now. the Mende. says the eye
expert. with light eyes takes farlonger than the brunette with dark
eyes to recover from a glaringlight and should. therefcre, drive
much slower This is not an ar-gument so much for the elimination
nf blondes as night drivers as it Isfor rigid laws and efficient en-forcement against glaring head-lights on automobiles being driven
over I soroughfares of the coun-
try Si'
Ittoe
w-orrit
childre
them
parents are not so much
.nut bringing up their
they are keeping up with
LICing tinetrietem
Bait' Problem
Hy H IN1) Pi I \ !RN
A altered Chau mate
 
 Nerergetele the If. public 
Congress at this time is promising
thorough study of the preening problem
of uiteniploytrtent
Every thoughtful American will at-
prose curb a plan Pin as all eitirrits
reellste. P.1 (weed re - • ttlert —
with tta consequent Increase. Ill pro-
duction and let lot:only for worker.—
eortiptitutes the true key to recovery.
Yet like all ills. the current one ofjobles.nneveIs delicult to Neve without
peeper ‘11/epiosis And that. according
to newly students of government, has
been lacking Earlier proposals for an
accurate census of the Jobless appear
b3 have been entered, while relief eats
show no sign of shrinking
In the place of some such accurate
census. various estimates of the extent
and nature of unemployment have been
published But these have varied widely
—adding to the confusion There is
no question that a true know :edge of
Just who are out of Jots' and why -
Would help greatly in aperosching •
solution to this basic problem of the
day
Whether or not the proposet eon-
areesioniii study sontempietes such •
count iti this thne has not been stal,f1
Piot a sense of Justice would seem IS
demand is-Au/dice not only to the un-
fortunate yob-hunters themselves, but
to the mill) . of workers who bear the
cost of ,tallrur the un-rr7tlet7c-1, and who
hsvea right to Anow Just how their
money is spent.
Every taxpayer is el :fr te help thejobiess---but he wants ti anew that his
money accomplishes that ;mese:. with-
out political limp:elide or wa...e.
And only through a sincere attempt
to learn the farts can he get Lh.st
aaallta/tee.
What has become of the old-fashioned congress that used to ad-journ when the notion struck it?
Few men around Fulton are de-liberately wicked. When the worstdecide to do wrong, they first
gives a darn what's happeing in Washington.
The trouble with living to be 100years old  istruction, while requiring but a few and act like it.
s at sou have to look
morfkent's time each day, would make;the drivers of five or ten yearsfrom now 30 capable that human life
would not be slaughtered at ti' FIRST CLASS,rate of 37.000 a year, it still w‘ Ihe worth all and mote that ,
education in the set- ' we '
t
•
in* ma• ••10.110.•
Thy., Lenci.s Rem,/ 10 THE VOIERS OF FULTON COUNTY ANDThe Story Of The
Success of Judge
Walker's III nit xt ration
MISTER JONES & CO.
71 Madison Avenue
Memphis. Tenn
Hon Claude Walker,
County Judge,
Fulton County,
llickman. Kentucky.
Dear Judge Walker:
TO THOSE WHO DESIRE AN HONEST,
ECONOMICAL AND EFFICIENT GOVERNMENT
I have announced in the Fulton
pipets previously, but on account
of my opponent'. announcement, I
find it necessary to again say some-
thing in reply to certain statements
made in my oppi,nent's announce-
ment.
My opponent in his public an-
nouncement calls attention to the
gravel !mance County roads which
have been constructed, at an in-
crease rate. In the fear that I
might be given some credit for this
When you took office in Jens' improvement in public roads, he
uary, 1931, the financial affairs of
Fulton County were involved to a
degree that we consider hopeless,
and we want to congratulate you on
the remarkable success of your
administration of the affairs of the
county, as evidenced by our re-
cent investigation.
When you took charge the county'
was not only burdened e a bond-
ed and warrant indebtedneas e holly
beyond its capacity to pay, but
was running continually behind in
operating the ordinary functions of
county government Willi increases
in taxes neither practicable, nor in-
deed possible, in view of eonatitii-
tional restrictions, the situation pre-
sented difficulties that to us seem-
ed insurmountable even to the
most economical and efficient ad-
m i rest ration.
July 3, 1637
The fact that you did succeed in
almost immediately putting the
county on a cash basis, promptly
brought its ordinary governmental
expenses within its income, and have
calls attention that the same has
been done and paid for mainly by
the W.P.A. It is true that the W P.
A. furnished the greater part of the,
funds for building these roads and
also for the past yesi the State
Administration has contributed to,
the improvement of Ceunty roads
Miler than State Highways and that I
an allottment of funds to Fulton
County and to all other Counties
Is annually being made and ex-i
pended MI grading and improslug
he rural merle He might have add-
ed that the County out of its own
Treasury, is also continuing to al-
ba funds for road purposes and by
strivingf the
operation of the several road build-
ing agencies, more progress is now
being made than at any time in the
past When I became Judge Jan-
uary len l934, there were 364 miles
of dirt read in the County .nd at
the end of my present, term there
will be fully 150 miles out of the
284 miles rebuilt and surfaced.
Even with the assistance of the
Federal and State Agencies, these
improvements do not just come a-
bout unless someone makes the pro-
per effort to secure the assistance
and to co-operate the agencies
This I have endeavored to do and
I had plactol this Coulee on a cashbasis, the advantages of whit,* sic
many and obvious. The affairs of
the County are now being conduct-
ed in the letter and spirit of the
new budget law. An inspection of
the inked. kept ui my office of
the cusduct ut County affairs is
invited alai such an inspection will
disclose the many savings of tax-
payers' money which have been ef-
fected by the adoption of the plan
and system tiov.• In effect.
I made several promises duriha
my last campaign, all of which Ihese kept. One was that I would
not play politics with the taxpayers'
money. This promixe lima betel
kept one hundred per eent and
thousands of dollars have been *Jiv-
ed thereby. Many thousands of
dollars have been squandered in
playing politics with the toxpayers.
money, especially in the pui
chase of right of ways for roads.
To bear this statement out it has
been necessary in the last few days
to acquire certain right of ways for
new concrete bridge that is to be
erected at Riceville ovei the 11-
linuis Central Railroad tracts. When
this bridge was first built the
right of ways cost the taxpayers
of Fulton County more than $10,04)
and when they were required this
time, they did not cost the tax-
payers one penny. Seeing that we
did not have sufficient funds to buy
right of ways and deciding not to
put the County in debt for them, I
prevailed on the Illinois Central
Railroad Company to contribute all
necessary money for the purchase
of these right of ways which they
did.
I know the way in which the
County has been managed during
my administration is not satisfactory
to some of the people in Fulton
County. I feel that most of this
dissatisfaction is (fl( part raf
 con-
vince themselves that it is right, recently completed another fiscal I invite the people of this County those who expected politics to beIf you like to work out problems year of your administration with a ,to go into the neighboring Counties played with the taxpayers' moneythat really try the wits, then try balanced budget and a surplus, is, and make comparison with what to their advantage. I am not sol-making both ends meet. has been accomplished there.
support f thisI fQuite often when a man thinks I 't' thehis mind is getting broader it is
Most Fulton people are annoyed 
Fulton County has been fortunate far, very far, over half a million decent, honest County government.
only his conscience stretching.
by an unnecessarily loud tone of during this critical period in has'- 
dollars in debt. It is gratifying to I will appreciate greatly the sup-
voice unless it happens to be coming ing the 
your me to be able to say to you that port of those given me by the peel-
out of their radio. 
service of a man of 
'one dollar of this indebtedness has pie who approve of the kind of
Hull 
previous experience and training in been incurred during my adminstra- :government that I have given them..iengDziolsehaswnmo any helper., 
not 
the management of laege private lion of the County Judge's office, , which will be continued if I am
A gentleman is a husband who 
business affairs, and a man who but on the other hand the indebted- re-elected.talk about such unpleasant things.' nests has o
 
has been substantially redue- I desireexpress my apprecia-
would have the courage and de- 
ed. I might further state that this ,tion for the co-operation of the
suffers in silence rather than tellhis wife she snores. 
terrninaton to apply to the direc- : large debt that the County now owes:other members of the Fiscal Court,
usually manages to keep those few
words tion of public business the same I was largely created during me op- 
as the court has given me full co-
The Fulton woman of few
mighty busy, 
uncompromising requirements of ef-
.;,.1 1 Judge, who as such official was!.
I rment's administration as Comity 
:operation which has enabled me
Normal unite are those when no- to the successful conduct of private
ficiency and rigid economy
essen`“” 1 Chairman of the Fiscal Court of the1 
Ito accomplish the things that have
I been accomplished. Those con -County and charged with the ex- Istituting the Court have had the
best interest of the County at heart.
I am pleased to state further for
the information of the people insuch was the legal advisor to the general that I have been workingbeen so rare a thing in our twenty Fiscal Court. The large debt that on a bond propositien whereinthe County owes is a result of the SI15.000 of bond.; were e 1 in 1928
years of active and continual deal- County exceeding its revenues. —ix esei bonds are due ie 1948 andings with county and city govern- which is contrary to the laws of the 1 bear an i •ntereat rate of 5 •ments, that we should be remiss if State and to the Constitution of the , le • .After two years' work in this pro-we failed in this instance to put in- Commonwealth of Kentucky. My i
opponent was County Attorney du r- nosition. the holders of these bondsto the written record an acknow- i have agreed to accept 2'; interestmg this period and as such was the instead of 5 
in default. amount-
1 1e: and waiving in-ledgment of the good work you have local advisor to the Court. My idone. All too frequently capable 
ing to about $27,000. which re-and honest public officials un- - they and told you that all of the 
sues in a net sa• ing to the Countyhonored and unsung, because pos.: indebtedness, other than the road 
of Fulton $70,000 in round num-bly, in some instances, it is so un- and bridge bends which were vot- bens. These bonds are now beingusual that the public can not believe ed for a specific purpose, is the forwarded to the City Nationalresult of continued spending in ex- Bank of Fulton, Kentucky. whereits own eyes arid ears, and because. I cess of the annual revenues. It the new agreement as to the in-
terest rate is being stamped on the
back of the bond.
When I was sworn in and took
charge, I found the affairs of the
County in a deplorable condition.
I found, without a single excep-
tion, everything that went to make
for bad government. I found no
records or so few that it was nec-
essary for the auditor to make a
record before he could make an aud-
it. No one knew what the County
owed. Now a complete set of re-
cords is kept and a system has
been installed by which it only
takes a few minutes to see exactly,
what the finareial condition of the
County is and as 'ci how the money
is disbursed and to whom it is dis-
bursed. A detailed record of the
cost of government is kept, show-
ing the cost of each and every item
that is required to operate the
County government, both govern-
mental and non-governmental. I
will be delighted to mail to anyone
upon request an itemised. detailed
statement showing the cost of the
'County government so that each
and every taxpayer can see what
every dime of their money was
, spent for during the past three and
t 
bored 
years. It must be remem-
that my opponent was
uCounty Attorney for years preced-
ing me and had been connected
with the County in an official pos-
ition for twelve years preceding me.
I found the old machine down in
the ditch and it would not hit a
lick. It was a complete wreck. I
have reference to the County gov-
ernment And then when I took
the machine out of the ditch and
put it upon the road, the same was
made to run as good as any-
body's machine and the wreckers
re this machine come hack and say,
"Let me drive the machine again".
Facts speak for themselves and theii-cord will bear the above state-
ment out. When I took office.
yeu could not even buy a keg of
nails or anything else on the
County's credit A careful ex-
amination of the records at this time
will show a record of efficiency, ec-
onomy and honesty in County gov-
ernment. and I invite such an in-
vestigatinn.
Respectfully submitted.
CLAUDE L. WALKER.
County Judge
411•••• +=W.I.. 
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• Picked Up About Torun
IWalton Fergusn e-,s-s v, hen • i
Irg(-ores to reduci the butter sue !plus, hot griddle cakes have it over 1 Ieverything the government can in- 
Ivent. 
-
All Work Guara n t
—ON—
WATCHES
CLOCKS
RINGS and
SPECTACLES
A Full Line of Watch
Crystals Carried
REASONABLE PRICES
1 Office at Crockett Grocery
Opposite Browder Mill
115 State Line Street.
R. H. KIRKLAND
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= HAS TIMED 150 MILLION LIVES 
under all the circumstances, a not-
ably fine achievement.
business.
Capable, honest and unselfish ad-
ministration of a public office has
in all instances, the professional
politicians do not like them.
Cordially yours,
HUNTER JeliES
President
THE W C. THORNBURGH CO.
Investment Securities
13 East Fourth Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Judge Claude L. Walker
Fulton County
Hickman, Kentucky.
Dear Judge Walker:
During the past few years we
have been in pretty close touch with
the financial condition of Fulton
County. having handled a good
many of the County's Road and
Bridge bonds and having clients who
own a substantital amount of the
County's indebtedness.
We want to congratulate you up-
on the way you have handled the
financial affairs of the County. and
as our experience with County of-
ficials in Kentucky is rather broad,
we believe we are qualified to say
that in our opinion you have ac-
complished more than any other
County in the way of working out
of a difficult financial situation, and
in regaining the good credit of your
County.
We believe that if you will con-
tinue along the lines you have fol-
lowed during your term in office,
that you will have established a cred-
itable reputation for the tinancial
conditin of your County, rest
the credit which along wit a
many other Kentucky counties
unfortunately been lost, principal
through mismanagement of County
affairs by various officials.
We are very glad to see you ac-
complishing so much and wish you
continued 
success.Very truly yours,
W. C. THORNBURGH
..sissides
President.
My opponent further tells you
that the County is in bad shape,
pending of the County's funds and
during the period in which my op-
ponent was County Attorney and as
might remembered a u ng
twelve years of the period in
which this indebtedness was accum-
ulated my opponent was a County
official.
Reference is also made to the
large amount of outstanding County
warrants now held by various peo-
ple and the statement is model
that nothing has been paid on
these or any interest thereon. My;
opponent well knows that before'
any action can be had to pay these
warrants with the proceeds of a re-
funding bond, the validity of the in-
debtedness must be established by
the judgment of a court of compe-
tent jurisdiction. A suit for this
purpose is now pending in the
Fulton Circuit Court and my op-
ponent. the present County At-
torney, is one of those representing
the County in this action. He
States that plans can and should
made to pay the interest and retire
the floating warrants and that he pro-
poses to do this. If he has such a
plan other than that which is now
being pursued, the Counts' is cer-
tainly entitled to the benefit of it,
he being the County Attorney. It
certainly is a fact that these war-
rants could never be paid as long
as the County continues to expend
far in excess of its revenues as it
was doing when I came into office
We are told in the announcement
of my opponent that "No County of-
ficer put the County on a eash
basis". but that the budget law- pass-
ed in 1934 did this. My opponentbeing an attorney surely has not
read this act to make such a state-
ment. With this statement I takeissue and I submit to you now that
there is nothing in the law refer-
red to which requires a eash bas-is or a "pay as you go" plan The
hudget law merely requires that no
expenditures be made in excess of
the budget appropriations and an-
ticipated revenues which was the law
before the Act of 1934 was adopted
There was an Act passed in 1e0e
I which prohibited expending in the
!excess of the revenues and I refer
a-nu to Section 4281-u-4 of the Ken-
tucky Statutte The budget law
doce not require that a County pay
cash for its expenditures any-mere
• than did the old law that was pass-
ed in 1906 Even before the now
budget law went into effect. with
'the assistance of the Fiscal Court,
people but I am soliciting the sup-
port of those who believe in a
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GLNERAL ElIND WARRANTM:
County
Cuunty
County
County
County
County
Cr iu nty
(*.Linty
only
nov
•
.11,
Judge. Salary, 18 months
Judge, Office Expense, 18 monthsJudge, New Eqiiipment, 18 monthsAttorney, Salsti‘, IR months
Attorney, Office Expense, 18 monthsAttorney, New Equipninet, 18 months . ....... ...... ...........Attorney, 18 months 
. •Court Clerk. Salary, 18 months......._.......... .....C I Clerk, Fees, 18 montlui Court ('let k, Supplies, 18 months. Fees, IN months . .... ........... - ..... ...... Supplies. 18 months
.141,11.1, S.Ilary tti murales
,)rider, Dieting inisoners, 18 montha .SupplteS. 18 month?' ,
cieinty Tax Cenimieeioner, Supplies, 18 months ..oily Supervisors, SUpplIvet, 18 months .......... ....... ...... noel>, Supervisors, Fees, 1111 months 
 •county Treasurer, Salary, 18 monthsCounty Treasurer, Suppliers 18 monthsFa1111 Agent, Salary, 18 monthsllortie Demoruaration Agent, Salary, 18 monthsCourt Reporter and Grand Jury Stenographer, 18 monthsQuarterly Court Clerk, Salary, 18 months . Fiscal Court, Fees, 18 months
Fiscal Court, Supplies, 18 months
Cricult Court Clerk, Salary, 18 monthsCircuit Court Clerk, Supplies, IN months Juvenile Clerk, Salary, IN monthsCourt House and Jail, Supplies, 18 months . . ....... • ....Court House and Jail, Renewals, Repairs, 18 ..Court House and Jail, Office Expense, 18 months House of Reform, IR months ........................ ......- ...... .County Farm, Salary, 18 months ........ ........ ......... ....County Farm, Supplies, 18 months .
County Farm, Renewals and Repairs, 18 months .Health Department, 18 months
Pauper Claims, 18 months
Vital Statistics, 18 months ..
Elections, Fees, 18 months
Elections, Supplies, IR months ..
Audit Expense. 18 months 
 
 ..... ............. ......Insurance. III months . 
 
“1.Interest on Current Warrants. 18 monthsEmergencies, 18 months.
Elections, Miscellaneous, 18 months 
2,790 00
123.61
36 90
004000
191 li7
21 25
260.00
900 00
850 II
431 42
534 24
156 00
540.00
4,667 19
39 30
10.00
6)4.78
556.00
810.00
288.98
900 90
599 94
645.60
1,080.00
450 85
57.14
360 00
224 66
180 00
1,517.41
1,218.08
1,505.63
321.97
720 00
2309.14
28.36
2.988 20
4,633 88
266 50
907 90
630.81
2.025.00
1,054.46
219 74
307.73
7.10
TO'TAL GENERAL FUND WARRANTS..............................339,90686 
DISBURSED FOR ROAD .ND BRIDGE WORK
IN THE FOUR MAGISTERIAL DISTRICTS.
District No. 1-
Labor ................. ....... .......... _..........-......_ .......... $Material
Miscellaneous ..
District No. 2--
Labor . .................
Material
Miscellaneous .......... 
Contract ..
District No. 3-
Labor .. ....... ............... -..-.-..-..- ...... ...... ............Material .
Miscellaneous ...
Dstriat No. 4-
Labor ..
Material . .
Miscellaneous ....
707.98
563.84
85.98
1,739.1(1
1,783.21
176.55
1,440 00
2.435.64
2,092 69
217.88
764 42
403 23
100.62
TOTAL ROAD AND BRIDGE WARRANTS .$12,491.14
FISCAL YEAR 1935 - 1934
GENERAL FUND WARRANTS:
•County Judge. Salary 
. - - - --- - -------.$ Tjuio.00County Judge, Office Expense 90.75County Attorney, Salary 720.00County Attorney, Office Expense 124 OnCounty Attorney, Supplies 51 72County Court Clerk, Salary ........ ........... _ ............... ......_....... ......... _. 600.'0County Court Clerk, Fees 811.07County Court Clerk. Supplies 530.43Sheriff, Fees 
231.60Sheriff, Supplies 
49.78Jailer. Salary ...................... ................... -..- .......... _ ........ _ ...... _ ...... ..... 360.00Jailer. Fees 
 2,760.34Jailer. Supplies 
 33.90County Tax Commissioner, Fees 
 74 50County Supervisor. Fees 
- 332.95County Treasurer. Salary 810.00Farm Agent. Salary 
691.63Home Demonstration Agent, Salary 419 96County Judge's Stenographer. Salary 720.00Court Reporter and Grand Jury Stenographer ...... _________. 446.00Fiscal Court. Fees 
260.00Juvenile Court. Salary 120.00Circuit Court Clerk. Salary 240.00Circuit Court Clerk, Supplies 73.85Circuit Court Clerk, Renewals 53 00Court House. Supplies 
936 (40Court House, Renewals 
169 81Jail,. Supplies .. .. .. .. ........ .... ....... 
-..___.---.-.-.-_-_._.__- 1,086.32Jail, Renewals 
133 27County Farm. Salary 480.00County Farm, Supplies 
2,333 14County Farm. Renewals 
-
 68 94General Health 
2.800.00Pauper Claims 
4 390 99Vital Statistics 
275.75Elections. Fees 
1,512.21Elections, Supplies 
582.56Interest on Current Warrants 590.44Auditing 
- 
-
 1,700.00Insurance 
650.00Aubrey Hester 
480.00John E. Buckingham. State Traasuar 46.00Aubrey Hester 
55.21Transfer 
39.15
TOTAL GENERAL FUND NV .N RI,
 A NTS. ..
ItSTI) FUR ROAD AND BRIDGE WORK
THIS FOUR MAGISTERIAL DISTRICTS:
District No. 1-
Labor
Material
............................ 
.......... ------------- ......Miscellaneous 
....District No. 2-
Labor
Material 
......... .... 
_ ..Miscellaneous
Contract
District No. 3-
Material .
Miscellaneous
Rights-of-Way
Contract
District No. 4-
Labor
Material
Miscellaneous
2154.r
240 58
585.00
1.497.45
1.626.81
18.00
82.53
1,925.54
1,684.24
40 50
1.548.95
4885
937 36
854 09
955
TOTAL DISBURSED FOR ROAD AND BRIDGE WORK__ 511.342.19
FISCAL TEAR 1938. 1937
ORNRRAL FUND WARRANTS:
County Judge. Salary 
... ... ... - ...... _.._ ...... 
_._-__.......$ 1,860.40County Judge Office Expense 
101.80County Judge. New Equipment . 
_ 
_ 
 
 * SillCounty Attorney. Salary 
 
 720 00County Attorney, Office Expense 
-
 128.78County Attorney. Supplies 
--.- -.... 51.80County Court Clerk. SalaryCounty Court Clerk. Fees .. . 
775 3P
 AMIN
Relied Claude 1. Walker
JUDGE
of
FULTON
COUNTY
And Continue the
ROAD
BUILDING
PROGRAM
Roads Built
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
FULTON COUNTY SS:
The following roads have been sponsored by me and are nowbeing built by the State's Rural Road Department and in con-junction with the WPA. These roads in 'e all been set up forconstruction this year and the work is proceeding in a satisfactorymanner. Several of these roads have already been completed asto grade, drain and surface and the others will be pushed tocompletion as rapidly as poesible.
PROJECT No. A-3. Known es the Veatch Road. beginningat the Intersection with c, S. 51 and extending to 01%31410VCitenit, Inine711 dislITIVattittri"." ei:
PROJECT NO. A-5. Known as the Terry Road, beginning atthe city limits of Fulton and extending to the Hickman CountyLine, a distance of 1.3 miles.
PROJECT NO. A-8. Known as the Lodgeston-Palestine Road.beginning at the intersection with the Middle Road and extend-ing to Highway 94, a distance of 3.3 miles.PROJECT NO. A-10. Known as the Liberty Road. beginningat the Tennessee State Line and extending via Liberty Churchto the intersection with Highway 94, a distance of 3.7 miles.PROJECT NO. A-14. Known as the Troy-Rush Creek Road,beginning at the Tennessee State Line and extending to RushCreek Church. a distance of 4.5 miles.
Project NO. A-17. Known as the Roper School Road. be-ginning at the intersection with Highway 94 and extending to tileAlbert Roper Road, a distance of 2.6 miles
PROJECT NO. A-18. Known as the Albert Roper Road. be-ginning at the intersection with Highway 94 and extending to theintersection with the Cayce-Moscow Road, a distance of 5.4 miles.PROJECT NO. A-27. Known as the Lattus Road. beginningat the H. H. Hardin Corner and entending to the Tennessee StateLine. a distance of 3.4 miles.
PROJECT NO. 28. Known as the Slough Road. beginning atMiddleton's Store and extending to the Blue Pond Road. a dis-tance of 4.5 miles.
PROJECT NO. 29. Known as the Picture Show Road. begin-ning at Wiley's Store and extending to No. 9 Lake, a distance of3.0 miles.
PROJECT NO. 30. Known as the Fish Pond Road. beginningat the intersection with Highway 94 at a point approximately sixmiles south of Hickman and extending via Sycamore School andFish Pond to the Ash Log Ridge Road, a distance of 3 0 milesPROJECT NO. 31. Known as the Mikel Road, beginning atBondurant and extending to the Tennessee State Line, a distanceof 1.0 mile.
PROJECT NO. 32. Known as the Levee Road. beginning atMabel and extending to ire Tennessee State Line. a distance of3.0 miles.
PROJECT NO. 33. Known as the Ash Log Ridge Road. be-ginning at Cornerstone Church and extending to the Levee Road.a distance of 2.5 miles
PROJECT NO. 34. Known as the Wilson Hill Road. begin-ning at the Crockett Corner on the Dyersburg Road and extend-ing to the intersection with the Owens Slough Road, a distance of1.0 mile.
PROJECT NO. 35. Known as the Helm Road. beginning atLedford and extending to the intersection with Highway 94 atHamby Pond. a distance of 1 5 miles.PROJECT NO. 36. Known as the Morris Road. beginning atBrownsville and extending to the Tennessee State Line. a dis-tance of 2.5 miles.
PROJECT NO. 37. Known as the Fulton Cemetery Road. be-ginning at Highway 51 and extending to the city limits of Fultonat Fifth Street, a distance of 0.2 miles.
PROJECT NO. 38. Known as the Harmony Church Road,beginning at the Roper Farm and extending to the HickmanCounty Line near Ilaimony Church, a distance of 2.0 miles.PROJECT NO. 39. Known as the Montgomery School Road.beginning at the Everitt Corner and extending to the WheelerCorner. a distance of 2.(.. miles.
PROJECT NO 40. Known as the Upper Bottom Road, be-ginning at the East City Limits of Hickman and extending to theHickman County Line at Whayne's Corner. a distance of 6 5 miles.PROJECT NO. 41. Known as the Tress Road, beginning atRoper's School and extending to Rush Creek Church. a distanceof 1.5 miles.
The Department of Highways, by and thrnugh tlie ttivision ofRural Highways, to furnish all labor, material and equipment toQat the W16t `-'2`.^ .114-4413tFietntqrseb'graaers, ain't:4e lumber andnails, and royalty on sand and gravel.
CLAUDE L. WALKER. County Judge.
Roads To Be Built
DURING THIS FISCAL FEARFULTON COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS j SS:
I herewith give you a list of the roads that have been built,graded, drained and graveled. since I became County Judge.NO. I. Road at Tyler, Kentucky. connecting with 78 coming upfrom Tennessee.
NO. 2. Road from 94 to No. 9 Lake.NO. 3. Road from 94 to Government levee, known as theHenry Sanger road.
NO. 4. Road from 94. connecting with Government leveeknown as Free Will Baptist Church :Dad.NO. 5. Road from 94. connecting with gravel road at Led-ford, Kentucky, known as the Owen Slough road.NO. 6. State Hghway known as the Blue Pond road from 94to the Tennessee State Line. (This road has been completed onlyto r.-;;.1e and aran. Will be graveled this year.)
NO. 7. State Highway from Hickman city limits to Tennis-:,•ee State Line at Jake Lattus'. known as the Dyersburg road.NO 8. Road connecting with the Dyersburg road to Tennes-see State Line to the Puckett place, known as the Brownsvilleroad.
NO. 9. Road from East Hickman to West Hickman, known asthe Henry Addition Road.
NO. 10. Road from City limits to Snap Neck Creek. knownas Troy road.
NO 11. Road from 94 to Sylvan Shade, connecting withHickman-Union City Road at Popular Grove.NO. 12. State Hight+ ay. Cayce to Jordan.NO. 13. State Highway. Cayce to Moscow.NO. 14. Liberty Road. connecting with 94 to Tennenee StateLine.
NO. 15. Union Church Road. connecting with 94.NO 16. Willingham-Crutehfie/d read. beginning at Willing-ham bottom extending to Highway 51 via Crutchfield.NO 17. Beauty Switch Road. connecting with 94 and 51 ex-tending through to Fulton-Fulghum road.NO. 18. Fulton-Fulghum road, connecting with 45. extend-ing to Hickman County Line.
NO. 19. Dukedom road. connecting with Fulton city limits.extending to Hickman County line.
NO. 20. Road beginning at State Highway 51 and connectingwith Beauty Switch road.
NO. 21. Road beginning with Highway 51 and extending toCity limit. Fulton. Ky.
NO. 22. Harmony Church Road.
CLAUDE L WALKER, County Judge
County Court Clerk, Supplies _
Sheriff, Fees .. ..._..- ....... ..._.-
Sheriff, Supplies _ ........._.._ ..................Jailer. Salary 
.._......_ Jailer, Dieting Prisoners .. 
...... ....... -----Jailer, Supplies 
County Tax Commissioner, Fees _ 
.......County Supervisors
County Treasurer, SalaryCounty Treasurer, SuppliesFarm Agent. Salary . _
Home Demonstration *Agent, Salary ..Fiscal Court. Fees 
Juvenile Court. Salary .... 
................... - ....... •••-•Circuit Court Clerk, SalaryCircuit Court Clerk. Supplies • . Court House. SuppliesCourt Rouse, Renewals ..Jail, Supplies
Ratewals .
Inluran
County rat, Salary .-. ...-
County 
cant, ret. Renewals ..G8neral Realt.h
Charitable Contributions ..
Elections, Pees 
....... 
...... 
.......Supplied'
79.62
980.00
1,811.75
so
75 85
124.00
POO 00
100 00
699 e6
399.96
240.00
120 (a)
240.00
151.02
945 47
232 65
1,092 80
142 06
1,301 61
480.00
1.643 51
4 00
2.100 NI
4.837 5+
340 00
1,482.14
356.05
512 66 Interest on Current Warrants
217 70 County Judge's Stenographer. SalaryCourt Reporter and Grand Jary Stenographer ..Rights-of-Way 
 1,504.70Auditing 
. 1,497 50Jno. M. Thompson .. - .... _ .. ___-_- ...... 
-..--..--.._..- 
 24.91J E. Attebery 
 .._... 5 50
8.75
TOTAL GENERAL FUND WARRANTS
.90
 $29,639.67
IN THE FOUR MAGISTERIAL DISTRICTS:
District No. !-
Labor .
Material .
District No 2-
Labor
Material ........
District No. 3.-
Labor
h1aterial . . . .
Contract Work .
District No. 4-
Labor . 
•Material
$ 317 32
S62 79
774.40
3,297.98
 1,889.72
3,128.03
29 10
751 59
. 
...... ........ 1.135 30
........ .
TOTAL DISBURSED FOR ROAD & BRIDGE WORK $12,186.13
414111%,
.4
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The jervice that adds
Comfort to Your Home
o- !f.
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Kentucky folklore
tor‘ Waren."4
WESTEAN KENTUCKY Or.
YCArHEnC rOLLEGF
ftosi oik.s CoUtti„ M.
FIDELiT% •.I \
SI
hlacki;mith, and the oeciisional pacic
, oeddivis and clock tinker‘. There
%%cre tsso stores, one that contain-
As,eddrugs and sundries and the post-I have written these !fluidic,' other a general store,
articles on Tunirrs OF KEN- whrtv till could buy a curry comb
TUCKY FOLKLORE I have drawn or a plow point or a hamestring er
heavily on my meniories of thirty. a yard of unbleached domestic or a
and forty years ago, when I liven package of sugar. on the hill
near the little village that used to that rose above the other hills of
bear the name of Fidelity. its nani• the globe and to every kind of
has long been something else, but I public gathering from a clown's
like to think of it always by show to a political speaking if
earlier name: for that suggests
quaint people, old times, self-suf—
ficient country life and a little world
In the hill almost untouched by
what we call civilization but what
multi better be called standardization
It was Hod is a small dace perch-
ed on some hills that have not
crawled away with the sand It grew
up in the very earliest days of the
Jackson Purchase and has had its
proportionate share in carrying on
the work of the world. Since my
contemporaries at Fidelity were
never ashamed of themselves and
did not try to hide behind the
county seat why should I? I was
not of or from the county seat and
not even a resident of Fidelity it 
generations are today acquiring,
I -
self, though we got the mad the-re-- 
lquite as painlessly as we did, the
twice a week and traded eggs and 
same fine store of ideas to enjoy
butter and frying chickens for sugar
and coffee there There was the
place to vote, and near there wag
the one-room country school that
stood as a bulwark against ignor-
ance. I know it did, for the county
superintendent told us children
when he visited our school and pro-
phesied that one of us might become
President or Governor. We are still
waiting, hoping that a man so great
as he would not have prophesied in
vain.
But. when I come to think of it.
Fidelity had about everything that
any other place had. There were
homes, not fine ones, it is true, or
comfortable ones; hut they sent forth
their quota of average citizens and
an occasional one who rose above
the average. There were food,
clothing, shelter, romance, sorrow,
religion, education. neighboriness•
what more could you ask! The
county doctor was there, and the Cleo L. Peeples and Albert R
oach
,1/1vr•mil.aw itrt otif
 
 Jimmie MeGowen.
alglikr#4rier , the route
, were Sunday night visitors of Mr.
• (.0.0.a
VOTE FOR
MYATT
JOHNSON
FOR SHERIFF
these two are different things.
You who have been foolish enough
I o read all or some of these art-
icles have known or may lived in
such places as Fidelity. You got
sonic education in the rural school,
hut what probably has been of
infinitely more worth to you as men
was the education you required by
just living among people, people of
all sorts and conditions. You may
not have had the experience that I
have told about but yours were so
similar that you have had no trouble
in bridging the gap between your
life and mine. And the beauty of
our life is what others of younger
them in years that are yet to be
Fidelity is still there. and other
Fidelities are- ready to equip boys
and girls with experience that made
your childhood and mine net the
empty things that top-lofty cynics
would call them but treasure houses
of poetic and adventurous life.
ROUTE TWO
Miss Attie Bennett has been visit-
me relatives in Huntington. Tenn ,
this week
Gordon McKenney is spending a
few days with his grandparents
Mr and Mrs A. p McKennev.
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. LeCornu and
Mrs. Hugh LeCornu visited Mr. and
Mrs Clarence Oliver Sunday.
Rev Paul Colley is now in the
Memphis Hospital.
Several attended the preaching
at Chapel Hill Church Sunday.
Itwo farmers managed to get into
the pockets of the Aeroplane pilot
Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Hoace Norman was a Sunday
afternoon visitor of Mr. Mance
Roach
Belle Joe Speights is reported im-
proved at this time.
A nice trip to the lake was en-
joyed by a few of the correspondents
'for this paper. Mr J. Paul Bus-
hart carried a load of seven last
Friday. F..-ervone enjoyed the trip,
the boating, swimming and lunch water containine ensom salts
T'se a cut lemon to remove spo•
from zinc
Add a little salt to whitewash i'
von want to make it stick.
Fruit jar filled with hot water is
a rood substitute for a hot water
bottle
Mend leaky vases by coating them
with paraffine.
Pennle who take trouble to think
(lo not have much trouble to think
of
If You must make mistakes it will
o reore to your credit if you make
new one each time.
A small rack may be built on in-
ide of closet door to hold your
umbrellas.
To keep umhralla frame from
rusting, rub with vaseline.
- 
COUNTY AGENT NOTES I rileN 1.14e.
--
Place Phosphate Orders at Once.
Farmers wh() 55' tali to earn part of
their soil building payment under
the Agricultural program should
place their orders at mess Since
the fertilizer is (mitered ii cot. loads
slime of the farmers may tad be able
to get their order filled toile,
order nnelifs ettioi etaoinettawillil
ordeis are pieced at once.
'The plsisphate is two tittles as
good as 20, phooplinte and can h.
used tinder wheat previded
is 54,011 :II the Sante %%111.:1i
is SliVin The value of the pho,
Waite is taken out of the foriner's
connervation checks and the fisielit
is all that Is required to Is. p.o.1
at the present time.
Alfalfa
Land that is to be sown to alfal-
fa should be broken and lined just
as soon as possible The earlier the
ground is broken and worked in-
to n firm Seed bed the better chance
one has for securing a stand of al-
falfa and getting enough growth to
stand the winter freeze. Alfalfa
should be sown by or before Sept
ember 1st
Now is a mood time to Place the
flock of ewe on a short pasture
that they will not get too fat
Foul cameos of Blue Stone and
one mince of Mack leaf 40 mixed
with three gallons of water is an
effective and economical way to
control worms in sheen. 4 ounces
of this mixture should. he given
each nature sheep.
The following members have
bought pure bred pigs for their 4-11
Club projects Trayle Nice% Harold
Williamson and Richard White
Sid Hamby has had about no acres
of land terraced since the Hickman
Counts, Fouipment has been working
in Fulton County.
---
Crimson clover and barley make
an ideal pasture when sown to-
gether
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Sunday, July IA
"Life" is the subject of the Les-
sen
-Sermon which will he read in
Churches of Christ, Scientist.
throuchnot the world on Sunday.
July 18
This includes Christian Science
Society. Fulton. Ky. which holds
recular services Sunday at 11 A
M and telimonial meeting Wednes-
day :it 7:30 P M Reading Room at
211 Carr Street is open Wednesday
and Saturday from 2 to 4 P M
The public is cordially invited to at-
tend these cevices and to visit the
TIC-acting Popp yl.....here the Bible and
anthorized rhristran r411M-ilferit-
ture may be read, purchased. or
borrowed
You don't have to go to the hack
door if you have something really
 
 
worth delivering
OF FULTON COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
AUGUST 7, 1937.
There's Economy in Having
Your Car. Properly Reconditioned
The new spring season demands that you have your 
car
thoroughly checked and reconditioned, and our shop is com-
pletely equipped to render competant repair service that 
will
assure you of greater safety and more mileage from your 
auto-
mobile. Our business has been built upon the satisfaction gisen
our customers.
Let us rise your car a thorough going over before you start
on your vacation, or that icing business trip.
BEAR WHEEL and CHASSIS ALIGNMENT
Sores Wrar and Tear on Your Tires and Car
Brady Bros. Garage
lgolia - ,5aultisitIal...00iiwar
To nreserve rubber in hot water
bar rob occasionally with glycerine.
A pinch of salt dissolved in half a
class of water cures hearthurnr
Virerar and water rubbed in skin
keens inseets from biting.
To dry up fever blisters anply al-
cohol or camnisor frequently.
To relieve tired feet. soak in warm
S001?—"I;(,(111 I;EN
litlilding Pal:1.'1(114i
Kentucky farmers who pre cooper- ,
sting At the 1937 Agricultitial Con. 1
piervation program are urged by 0.1
M. Farrington, state direeter of the
program, to cthisider additionnl
soibbudding practices which may be
cai list out prior to October 31.
LaNt year 120,000 Kentucky farm- ,
els who ceoperated in the 1038 pro•
carried out sell building,
practices on 2.850,0110 ecres. end
iii.oly of theme fattoci., did not to
ili.o. all of the soil hititdoto
111W:intl. their 1..11111' "I1 14
ired dint each fr einniissipro Ell
'lc ired that each farmer ,
itie In the 1937 pregrani take lid
et' the eepertimity effete,'
Vii mthii by making full
11..e ef the sell building allewance
ft r his farm," said Farringten.
Soil building practices which still
max/ be limed, before Oetliber 31,
and for which payments may be
received, include the sowing of al-
falfa„ perennial grasses, green man-
ure crops, the application of lime.
stone and phosphate, terracing and
planting of forest trees.
Ill Keetticky approved aoil-huilil-
inc practices were earrits1 (nit on
2,450.200 acres last year as fol-
lows: I,egumes seeded, 1,481,000
acres; perennial grasses seeded, 561.-
300.000 acres: green manure crop.;
grown 133.000 acres: application of
ground limestone, 333.500 acres; au•
pliratIon of superphosphate, 150.000
acres: terracing. 8.800 acres and for-
rest trees planted, 300 acres.
DINS FOR GRAIN MAY
NEED CLEANING AND
FUMIGATINO
Bins for storing grainshould be
thoroughly cleaned before a new
crop is harvested and housed. RS
many insects may have survived in
neglected corners, according to the
entomology department.
The gamin, should be swept with
a broom, and the sweeping burned
After sweeping, scrubbing with lye
water is advised, using one pound
of lye to one gallon of hot water
and working this down Intl the
cracks and crevices of the floor.
As an additional precaution kerosene
may be sprayed on the sides and
floor, hut this involves sonic clanger
from fire. If old bags are to be
used, they should first be turned
wrong side out, shaken well or
brushed or dipped in boiling water.
If grain is infested and it is neces-
sary to fumigate. the first thing to
do is to make the crib or bin air-
tight on the bottom and up the
sides as far as the grain extends.
This may be done by lining or
covering the bin with heave wrap-
ping paper, gluing together the
overlapping ends Fumigating gas
Is liable to pass out any crevice be-
fore the insects have been killed.
One ridurid cif-commercial
disulfid is sufficient for 100 cubic
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"MAN IN BLUE"
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ROBERT WILCOX
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"ARMORED CAR"
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CESAR RONIERO
A New Universal Picture
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GET MORE MILES AND PLEASURE FROM YOUR AUTOMOBILE.:
Let us replace worn-oil with the correct grade recommended by
the maker of your car. And how about those tell-tale squeaks
and rattles that mean wear on hidden parts. Every 1,000 miles
your car needs new protection to make it last longer and give
better performance. Drop in and avoid the risk of wear and
costly repairs.
COMPLETE LUBRICATION' SERVICE
WASHING and CLEANING
ONLY KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRES OFFER YOU ARMORUBBER SAFE-
TY AND PROTECTION
SEE US ABOUT OUR SPECIAL TIRE OFFER
ILLINOIS OIL CO
H. C. SAMS, Agent
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FINNEY OF THE FORCE sr T•d O'Loughlin
ir N.11" bACir< 'co G•eli'D
8£FoRE DAY e>12LA.,- — RED BOLE.
WILL Knios....1 Lei NcT PLAIING-
euT av 6C-f 'to A
rip4r3 eiZoraf.. AND 1.../AQN
—AND \niAQN diM rnz
RED (Soi..C5 AND -114E Qnocr5
CN BAQ-K '5lbc_K----
/1/4iow— IF I CAN LoCAIL-
IN DAQK •
-AND Teo 5 l'HuG-
BEAT me LlaD AND
TOOK ALL MY
MONE y/
AN- VI'S PETE— I LIKE
'THE OLD (.1,h5 EVEN le PIE DoNT
LIKE ME.-- ID LiKE
5119 IN 1415 MIDDLE- jus-r
-to &vs- Hite •scrisToiNc -r:
PEALLy GQier A800T.
Strange Actions
A little girl sitting in church
watching a wedding, suddenly ex-
claimed:
"Mummy, has the lady changed
her mind?"
"What do you mean!" the mother
asked.
"Why," replied the child, "she
went up the aisle with one man nn,1
came back with another."-Atlanta
Constitution.
Two Theories
"How do you acc.iunt for Bliggins'
nervousness?"
"I don't know which theory to
select. Those who like him say that
his dyspepsia gives Min a bad dis-
position and those who don't say
that his had disposition gives hint
dyspepsia."
Estimate of Worth
The young dandy was about to
make a start in business
"I suppose," he drawled, "you
will pay me what I'm worth."
"Better than that," said the head
of the Arm, "we will even give you
• small salary.'
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By L. L. STEVINISON
Once upon • time, Com ad TM-
bault was a floorwalker iii • New
York department store. Ile tuoli Ltio
$ob in order to pay fur inusic•I stud-
ies while waiting • radio audition.i
Born of French parents u.
bridge, Masc. he studied interunve-
ly before actually starting Ma ca-
reer. First he earned a scholarship
In Curtis' institute, Philadelphia.,
Then for five years ite :-.1‘..siied
New York and Para. After 1.1.,a2„
for four years he sang letidonit felons
with the Philadelphia Gland Opera
compsny.
Just turned . is
modest in Meru ri etirw-PY-
stave when It ynr. to ruini-
ng/. He doesn't believe in tem-
perament and holds it "piat a
pose" with most artists. Ho
sings in French, German, Italion
and Russian, and believes that re.
dio's greatest contribution as recap-
nation at gives to American singers.
It Is his belief that, thanks to ra-
dio. American singers now have as
much chance for success in opens
as have foreigners.
• • •
Thibault is an amateur athlete
of considerable ability lie ex-
cels in handball, tennis and
swot:unto:1g but prefers goll He
says his favorite tune for prac-
ticing baritone solos is 11 o'-
clock at night, and that doesn't
Increase his popularit I with his
neighbor* He receives an average
of 1,000 letters • month chiefly from
women and romantic school girls.
The most unusual gift be has re-
ceived was a large cake with his
name done in icing. It was shipped
from Missouri and arrived intact.
Recently he traveled 6,000 miles by
airplane to sing three songs at Le-
high university because an old and
valued friend had made the speoial
request.
• • •
U this one happens to be old,
blame Tim Ryan who told it to me:
An Englishman and an Irishman ap-
proached the captain of a vessel
about to sail from Melbourne. Both
wanted jobs. The captain accept-
ed the Englishman without question.
But from the Irishman, he demand-
ed references which he studied lcrvg
before signing him on. Because of
that, the Irishman took violent di.-
to the Lngfisliinan 1 were
three days out when the English-
man leaned over the rail to get a
pail of sea water for mopping. A big
wave swept him overboard. The
Irishman went to the rail and stared
but nothing was to be seen imme-
diately he called the captain.
"Perhaps yez runimber when I
shipped yez asked me fer rile-
inces," remarked the tar from Eris.
"but yez didn't question the Eng-
lishman?"
"Sure I do." responded the skip-
per. "Why?"
"Ye've been decayed. That Eng-
lishman's gone off with yer pail."
• • •
Mario Chamlee is always inter-
ested in children's reactions to mu-
sic. Recently, he attended a arid-
dren's symphony concert and no-
ticed that a little boy sitting next to
him was much concerned by thia
extraordinary gyrations of the con-
ductor. The latter threatened, ca-
joie& bullied and implored his Mil
with no uncertain gestures.
"Did you enjoy the concert, son?"
inquired Chamlee when the finish
was reached.
"Well." responded
liked the real clowns at the oircen
better."
• • •
Estelle Liebling recently took a
pleasure trip through the Rocky
mountains. At one point in the road,
she noticed a sheer drop of many
hundreds of feet.
"This seems to be a very danger-
ous precipice." she remarked te her
guide. "I wonder that they naven't
put up a warning board."
"Yes, it is dangerous." was the
response. -They kept a warning
board up for about two years but no-
body fell over so they took it down."
C Bail Sirodicate.-WNU fiery
Courses la Personality
Berkley. Calif.
-Perhaps there is
no longer any excuse for anytime
in the United States not having a
personality. The University of Cal-
ifornia will undertake in its person-
ality courses to show students bow
to get one.
Feelings of Horse
Held Worth $25,000
Hollywood.--The owner of the
trick movie horse Zane asked
$25,000 damages because the
horse's feelings were hurt at re-
ceiving no screen credit.
Zane's humiliation was made
the basis for a suit brought
against Republic studios by the
horse's owner, Tracy Layne.
Layne said he let the studio use
the animal for the "nominal
suns" of $200 because "screen
credit" was promised. He al-
leged that it was not forthcom-
ing.
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Electrical ppliances and Con t raet lug see
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
'We can take care of your electrical trosiblem'
Electrical Appliatiren, Si,"And Actung
Sati.faction 1.1111111110441 Me havc hail I
e‘init !once in ,Ie4trlc MA1111<•1181111, and
.eclice wink all I
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
Piop.
AOI1RTU UEFA I I I
 411111/11111111111111111111111•11MIMIllm
VISIT US AT THE NEW
TEXACO SERVICE STATION
On West State 1 in. Street, Fulton, Ky
Where you get that wedd renowned Texaco Fire Chief Gasoline,
'Texaco Motor Oils &trifled Lubrication 75c, Washing 75c,
Goodrich Tires and Barteiles on easy payment plan No money
down and terms to suit
BENNETT SERVICE STATION
WEST STATE LINE CHAS. BENNETT
PRINTING & SUPPLIES
Let us do your Printing, No matter how difficult the
job, we can handle it ECONOMICALLY.
ALL KINDS RULED FORMS
SALES BOOKS, CHECK BOOKS, Etc.
FULTON NEWS
PHONE 470
FOURTH ST. II I kl.
YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
EAT AT
LOWE'S CAFE
Oysters Are in Season Lake St., Fulton, Ky.
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
Vulcanized And Re-Tread Tires
C. V. CATHCART TIRE SHOP
FOURTH STREET—OPPOSITE PARISIAN LAUNDRY
WE BUY AND SELL USED TIRES AND TUBES
RUBBER FABRIC FLOOR MATS
BUY YOUR COAL
From Us and Get the Best
Prompt Service
CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51 AND
NEED MONEY?
If you are in need of money, we are making short-
time loans. We invite you to consult with us, as we
can help you solve your financial problems.
LOANS MADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
QUICK SERVICE
JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.
FURNITURE IS OUR BUSINESS
When you want Furniture it will pay you to see us ...
we can furnish one room or the entire home.
NEW AND USED FURNITURE
REPAIRING-UPHOLSTERING
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
CHURCH STREET FULTON, KY.
Seers Ifterlety of I'm-resat lErent's
WE'RE STILL "IN THE RED"
ire,isury Report Shows $2,10/,34. 110 '77
.. New Court Rill Offered . . N. .11,1 C110,, 1. "if/.1,1
•
Riots continued as steel plant,' attempted reopening.
SUMMARIZES THE WORLD'S WEEK
Uncle Sam Checks Up
UNCLE SAM wound up the 1937
`.-1 fiscal year with a net deficit of
' $2,707,347,110, or about $150,000,000
more than President Roosevelt esti-
mated last April, according to the
report of the United States Treas-
ury.
The gross national public debt
climbed to a total of $36,424,613,732
as of June 30, it was shown.
Receipts for the period just closed
were the largest in 16 years.
amounting to $5,293,840,238, com-
pared with $4,115,956,615 for the
1936-37 year and about $70,000,000 in
excess of estimates. Expenditures
were $8,105,158,547, including $103,-
933.250 for debt retirement origi-
nally planned for thet period but
carried over into the current year.
Completion of the debt retire-
ment program as previously con-
templated would have called for the
expenditure of $404,525,000, which
would have placed the gross deficit
above the $3,000,000,000 mark.
In the 1936-37 period, recovery and
relief costs were more than $400,-
000,000 below the total for the year
before, amounting to $2,846,462,932
against $3,290,927,869.
Reliable authorities around the
capitol said that as soon as all ap-
propriation bills for the 1938 fiscal
year were cleared, the President
would direct the heads of all govern-
ment departments to impound 10
per cent of their appropriations, ex-
clusive of fixed charges, in an at-
tempt to balance the budget. Ex-
perts said that a maximum of $400,-
000,000 could be saved in that way.
The prospective net deficit for 1938
was estimated at $400,000,000.
'Compromise' Takes Bow
SENATOR M. M. LOGAN. Dem-
ocrat, of Kentucky, presented the
"compromise" version of the Pres-
ident's Supreme court bill to the
senate, apparently
with the blessings of
Majority Leader
Joseph T. Robinson
and the chief execu-
tive. In form an
amendment to and
, substitute for the old
Ashurst administra-
tion bill, the n e w
draft authorizes ap-
pointment of one 
.a.
new justice to t h e
court each year for n.Robinson
every justice remaining on the court
after reaching the age of seventy-
five years. Under its provisa ns the
President would be permitted to
name one new justice this year (be-
sides filling the vacancy left by the
retirement of Justice Willis V a n
Devanter) and assure him of at
least one new appointment to the
court in each remaining year of his
present term of office. All of the ap-
pointments would hinge on the de-
cision of justices seventy-five or
older on retirement.
—*—
His Sermons Were Popular
L'OUlt years ago the Protestant
v church in Germany was thought
to be nearing the end; under the
Nazi government it had become
only an organization to officiate at
weddings, christenings, funerals
and the like. It has recently uncle
gone such a revival at the hands
of one Rev. Martin Niemoeller,
leader of the Confessional synod,
and his supporters that of late the
churches were overcrowded. Rev.
Mr. Niemoeller fought to keep poli-
tics out of the church.
Lately the fiery minister had been
examined almost every week by
prosecuting attorneys in Berlin.
Then at last he was arrested by the
secret police and taken to jail while
his wile and six children looked on.
He was charged with "stirring up
hatred in his speeches against lead-
ing persons in the Nazi state and
movement." The police raided his
offices and seized many documents
and about $12,000. Said an official
communique after Rev. Mr. Nie-
moeller•s arrest.
"He has spread untrue reports
about measures taken by Nazi au-
thorities in order to incense the
population. He also called for re-
sistance to state lz.v s and decrees.
His statements were part of the
steady fare of foreign newspapers
hostile to Germany."
Ford Tests Labor Board
THE national labor relationsboard is receiving its most ex-
acting test in the hearings at De-
troit on the United Automobile
Workers' union complaint that the
Ford Motor company is guilty of
unfair labor practices. The U. A.
W. U. is a C. I. 0. affiliate; Ford is
opposed to the unions.
It was expected that the hearings
m.ght take a long time and may
eventually reach the United States
Supreme court. After the hearings
in Detroit a board examiner will
draw up "intermediate findings"
sod send them to the NLRB in
Washington, accompanied by a
transcript of the evidence and briefs
of both sides. The board will then
either order the Ford Motor corn-
pzny to "cease and desist" its un-
fair practices or dismiss the union's
charges. Appeal may be taken to
the United States circuit court of
appeals, which has the power of
enforcement which NLRB lacks.
The case may reach the Supreme
court if the Constitution is involved.
One of the allegedly unfair practices
to which the U. A. W. A. objects is
distribution of anti-union literature
by the Ford company to its em-
ployees. The company charges that
a denial of this would violate con-
stitutional guaranties of free speed)
and a free press.
Isolates Paralysis Germ
v7HAT the medical professionV considers a major step in the
conquest of infantile paralysis was
taken when Dr. Edward Carl Rose-
now annown.ed to 100 physicians,
surgeons and medical research
workers in Glendale. Calif., that he
had isolated the germ which causes
it. Dr. Rosenow is professor of ex-
perimental bacteriology at t h e
Mayo foundation in Rochester,
Minn.
Work with spinal fluid taken from
nurses who had contracted the dis-
ease at the Los Angeles general
hospital in 1914 enabled him to iso-
late the micro-organism.
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WORK SHOES and SHOE WORK
Wyenburg Shot., Built for Duntble Service
THEY WEAR EASY — THEY LAST LONGER
Best of At Given Shoe Repairing
Ruh tivarunleed :,erviee At All Times
J. T. POWELL
"THE SHOL M.'S"
201i Main Street
AS CLOSE AS
YOUR PHONE
:kook' Disease! Send your Laundry and
Dry (leaning to ITs, where it will be
COMPLETELY STERILIZED
PARISIAN LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
D. U.
DONUTS AND COFFEE
What could be better for a cold morning breakfast
Mack's Donuts and Pies are Tempting and Delicious
TRY THEM AT YOUR FAVORITE CAFE OR
ORDER SOME FROM YOUR GROCER
MACK'S DONUT SHOP
SandwiciivA, (..14i Drink Beer
E. STATE FINEST. FULToN, KY.
momaamor Imam
"EXPERT RADIO SERVICE"
By a Certified Radiotrician. Authorized mernbec of R. M. S. Grad.
uate of 2 radio schoelii. Reanonahle
Workmanship Cuaranteed
We Use Modern Testing Equipment—Give Us a Trial
BENNETT ELECTRIC CO.
IL M COOK, itadiotrician
l'htonc '201 225 Fourth St.
WHEN DINING OUT
DROP IN AT
SMITH'S NEW CAFE
Delicious home-cooked meals, apputitint;ly
Open Day and Night -- Phone 1 7 2
P. T. JONES & SON
DEALERS IN
PLUMBING AND SUPPLIES
BEST KENTUCKY COAL
TELEPHONE 702 109 PLAIN ST.
For All Lines of Beauty Work, Come to
RELIANCE BEAUTY SHOP
412 Lake St Phone 810
We Specialize In
Permanent Waving, Shampooing, Finger
Waves, Hair Tinting, Marcel Waves,
Facials and Manicures
Fulton, Ky
RELIANCE BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs. W. A. Fleming, Prop.
Kentucky Licensed Operator
INSURANCE
Will protect our home and property 21 hours of every
da —the only safe way to he safe
INSURE WITH - PHONE NO. 5
ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
40,100%
43.
•
AROUND
the HOUSE•,.
Keeping 111,1,,41.11e 1111/(ili win
1/1 YIN 01 W1111141111 will remain
bright longer if, after pulimliing,
they are given It 01111 semi of white
ilicIlnu
• • •
Banana ToaNt—Place 'diced bit
11.1110 le-Iasi-en twn 'shoe% bread,
apread w lii IIIIIrtriling Nave in
Woking pan in hot oven until light-
ly browned.
• • •
Measuring Sugar—One pound of
granulated kiigai equulm two vups.
One puund of powdeled or vote
fectioner's auger equals two and
(me half tuiiw
• • •
Don't Scratch the Table—If tiny
Of blanket or astrakhan
cliali ate ittiii•k muter the corners
of your hand sevsitig machine it
rue be used tin any table without
fear of mcrutchltig it. Similar
putclitet CUM also be used on
clocks, or anything that stands on
a leanilied murface.
• • •
*sit Cheese Savoury—Spread era-
mined cream cheese on small
rounds of previously cooked tiliort
pastry. Over the rherse place is
round of tomato and a dash of
niayminaime, and top each with is
slice of olive. Place in popes
containers, mprink le with thiely
grated cheese, and garnish with
cress.
• • •
4
Kidneys and Macaruni—eut four
Who's in halves, sprinkle with
chopped parsley, salt and pepper
'pt. taste, and fry. Take iineduurth
-IP
eseQuotations"
_A—
A I. if it be open. ula. haul*
III I. III' V. day, hill • pIot anti a
heart to ao unchanging so lite tiara.—
Omen I) 1
1 hue a feeling that, following its
',upturn in Crtlisentarie, thr world is
going to emerge • pleasanter place
to lite in. Peter B. Avis_
Soup es no good with salt alone,
and intellect is but the salt. Lath
Reading.
The low-class man is lie whu mato
no demands on I self. The high.
clam' man Is he who discipline.s kiln.
self to the service of great ends be-
yond Iiiiiiself.---flatefock
'le be worth noticing now or worth
remembering afterwards, we must
first b.e with ourselves alone, in self.
respecting solitude.- John Eritone.
MillIMET*1•111•11,11,
Items of interest
to the HosoAtwils
pound macaruni. ti eel( Into man
pleeten and cook in water. adding
It little mull. When quite tender,
sham of? the water, Wave mace-
tom round * dish, and put the kid-
!ivy m in the center, adding a little
giavy. thirtieth wills two hard-
board eggs cut into quurterri, and
four small tomatoes' cut IMO nsinll
blame aunt fried Set ve very hot,
• • •
TUB rtil.TON COUNTY N ‘‘ TI,ToN, KICNIIICKY
 meommosagla.. AMMINIUM
The Garden Murder Case
by S. S. VAN DINE •
'gala it it Van Dios
W re t1 Servile
COMPTES' IX--Oestinued
—13—
was fully prepared to run that
tisk. It wasn't a hell of • lot. What
did the old oat-muncher pay, any-
way?—less than two to one. A dol-
lar and eighty cents to the dollar,
In be exact. I would have been out
To Prevent Searching—Leave , $111,000 But there wasn't a chance
one Mliii. Ii section of • gem pan , of 1*:SoononitY's "11111111 in--1 was
empty when putting gem better 4,uite ce.fte,„1" et„ !het., took
 the
in pan. rill thin ari tiim with wa. cnatice for w000y-s
Vance Implied at the man thought-ter um, gems will tievei sciiteli.
Why pans pvarp_Al„„Ittwm 
fully.
'i?;Itanks for the effectin'
• • •
coasts-
mg mini sate frequently pion," he murmured at length. "I
%lisps,' out of shape by reptiotly think that will be all for the mo-
putting 1`11111 water in them whits
they are still hot As he spoke, two risen with a long
WM/ metrics'. (law like wicker Initiket bustled Its.
the passugeway. Heath was at
DINIE bettir FEEDS the door in two strides'The public welfare bey% after
the body," he untunittenti slyer his
shoulder.
Vance stood up.
"1 sot, Sergeant, have them go
down the outaide Man- wily. No use
returning through the apartment."
lie addressed Gii rden again.
"Would you mind showing them the
way?"
Garden melded morome I y end
went out on the roof
Markham regarded Vance with
dismal concern.
"What's the meaning of Garden's
not plating that bet?"
Vance sighed.
"What's the meaning of any-
thing? Yet. it's from just such curi-
ous facts ns this that some pro-
visional hypothesis may esolve "
"I certainly can't figure out what
bearing Garden's conduct has on
the case, unless—"
Vance interrupted him quickly.
"No. Puzzlin' situation. Dui ev-
erything we have learned so far
might mean something. Provided,
of course, we could read the mean-
III'. Emotion may be the key."
"Don't be so damned occult."
snapped Markham. "What's on
your mind?"
"My dear Markham! You're too
flatterin'. Nothing whatever. I'm
seekin' for something tangible. The
other gun, fur instance. The one
--woo-es that went MT somewhere when the
chappie was already dead. It should
vote bath, r ilo, and other refuteeumutils be nere or hereabouts . ." He
SO% ofililiewnina..03. /See lama. . turned to Heath. "I say, Sergeant,
earn: 15.90 doubt., could you and Snitkin take a look for
rees"se•-••••"-` seise-- ,...---- it? Suggested itneery: the roof-
garden and the fiowerbeds, the ter-
race, the public stairs, the lower
Hot Weather is Here— hallway. Then the apartment prop-er."
Heath grinned.
ft sr Better BroilersBetter Pigs
Better Eggs
Sam. vt..14. nosow
151111 MIL I.11, loot 5.1 1 nutt.111.
Control BOLL WEEVIL —LEAF
WORM on Cotton
•—USE— io• Anenote
A ol 1.11,4
1110tm... Dower OsmanNIAGARA
GEORGE HOOPt It CO.
91's
st .204as al
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Beware of Biliousness! "And, Sergeant, before you start
Have you ever noticed that in
very hot weather your organs of
digestion and elimination seem to
become torpid or lazy? Your food
sours, forms gas, causes belching,
heartburn, and a feeling of rest-
leanness and irritability. Perhaps
you may have sick headache,
nausea and dizziness or blind
spells on suddenly rising. 'Tour
tongue may be coated, your com-
plexion bilious and your bowel
actions sluggish or insufficient.
These are some of the more
common symptoms or warnings of
biliousness or so-called "torpid
liver," so prevalent in hot climates.
Don't neglect them. Take Cabo-
tahs, the Improved calomel com-
pound tablets that give you the
effects of calomel and salts, com-
bined. You will be delighted with
the prompt relief they afford.
Triad package ten cents. family
pkg. twenty-five cis. At drug
stores. (Adv.)
'Here, Dad, put Some
of this on—ieri go
farther!"
ca FARTHER.
BEFORE YOU NEED A QUART
Everybody wants to go farther.
Quaker Sem: endeavors to mere this
desire of the motoring public with
a motor oil of supreme quality, that
economical,and ava liable wherever
you may go. Try Quaker State.
You'll find you go farther before you
need to 2,rd a quart because ''therei
an extra qkart oJ laibritatiot is eters
pairs ''The retail price is iStl a
quart. Quaker State Oil Refiniq
Corporation, Oil City, Pa.
reconnoiterin', will you fetch
Hammle. You'll probably find him
at the bar downstairs."
Hammle strutted pompously into
' the study and was cursorily pre.
sented to Markham.
The interview was brief and, as it
turned out, of peculiar significance.
"It is not our desire to keep you
here any longer than necess'ry, Mr.
Hammle,"—Vance began the inter-
view with marked distaste—"but
it occurred to me to ask you if you
have any ideas that might be helpful
to us in solving Swift's murder."
Hammle coughed impressively
and appeared to give the matter
considerable thought.
"No, I have none," he at length
admitted. "None whatever. But of
course one can never tell about
these things."
"Of course," Vance agreed. "But
I thought there might be something
in the relationships of the various
people here this afternoon."
"All! can say," returned Hammle,
carefully weighing his words, "is
that there were many warring ele-
ments in the gathering—that is to
say, many peculiar combinations.
There was a combination of this
and that, which might lead to—
well, to anything."
"To murder, for instance?"
Hammle frowned. "Now, murder
Is a very, very serious business.
But, Mr. Vance, you can take it
from me, in all solemnity. I
wouldn't put even murder past any
one of those present today. No,
by Gad!"
"That's an amazilie indictment,"
muttered Vance; "but I'm glad to
have your opinion and we'll consid-
er it . . . By the by, didn't you no-
tice anything irregular in Garden's
placing Swift's large bet on Equa-
nimity at the last minute?"
Harnmle's countenance went
quickly blank. Then, unable to with-
stand the direct scrutiny of Vance's
cold gaze, he puckered up his mouth
into a shrewd smile.
"Why deny it?" he chuckled.
"The laying of that bet was not
only irregular—it was damned near
impossible. I don't know a book-
maker in New York who would take
' such an amount when there was not
even enough time to throw some
'come-back money' into the totaloa-
tor."
Vance leaned forward.
"That might easily have had
some bearing on the situation here
this afternoon, and I'd like very
much to know why you didn't men-
tion it."
For a brief moment the man
seemed flustered: but almost im-
mediately he settled back in his
chair with a complacent look, and
extended his hands, palms up.
"Why should I become involved?"
he asked with cynical suavity.
"That's one way of looking at
it." Vance drawled. "And it has
Its points. However . . ." He con.
templated the tip of his cigarette,
than oohed' "Would your discre-
tion permit you to comment on Zell.
Graem?"
Hammle sat up with alacrity.
"Alit" He nodded his head signif-
icantly. '"rhat's something to think
about. There are varied possibili-
ties in that girl. You may be on
the right track, A most likely awe
peel for the murder. Yoli :sever
can tell about women, anyway.
And, come to think of it, the shoot-
ing must have taken place during
thy time she was out of the room."
"Hut don't think, for a minute,"
Ilatiimlir hurried on, "thot I am inti-
mating that she had anything to do
with Swift'• deitli. Absolutely not!
But the mentlim of her name gave
me pause."
Vance stood up with a stifled
yawn.
"it's quite evident," he said,
'you're not in the mood to he epe.
elite. I wasn't looking for generali-
ties, don't y' know. Consequently
may want to have another chat
with you, Where can you be reached
later, should we need you?''
"If I WTI permitted to go now, I
shall return to Long Island irnmedi-
Heard What Sounded Like a
Shot.
ately," Hammle anssvcred readily,
glancing speculatively at his watch.
"Is that all you wish at the mo-
ment?"
"That is all, thank you."
Mammies again referred to his
watch, hesitated a moment, and
then left us.
Vance went to the buzzer, and
pressed the button.
"Queer reports on that Graem
girl." He walked back to his chair
musingly. "The time has come to
commune with the lady herself."
Garden appeared at the door.
"1Dd you ring for me, Vance?"
"Yes." Vance nooded. "The
buzzer is working now. Sorry to
trouble you, but we would like to
see Miss Graem. Would you do the
honors?"
Garden hesitated, his eyes fixed
sharply on Vance. He started to
say something, changed his mind
and, with a muttered "Right-o,"
swung about and returned down-
stairs.
Zalia Graem swaggered into the
room, her hands in her jacket pock-
ets, and surveyed us with breezy
cyncISYT1.
"Miss Graem,"—Vance's voice
was courteous but firm—"it will be
necess'ry to ask you questions that
you may deem objectionable. But
please be'oeve that it will be for
your own good to answer them
frankly."
"Am I suspected? How thrilling!"
"Everyone I've talked to thus far
thinks so." He looked at the girl
significantly.
"Oh, so that's how the going is! I
thought I detected a vague look of
fear in people's eyes. I think I
will sit down." She threw herself
into a chair and gazed up with simu-
lated dejection. "Am I to be ar-
rested?"
"Not just at the minute. But cer-
tain matters must be straightened
out. It may be worth your while to
help us."
"It sounds ghastly. But go
ahead."
"First," said Vance, "we'd like to
know about the feud between you
and Swift."
"Oh, the devil!" the girl ex-
claimed disgustedly. "Must that be
raked up? There was really nothing
to it. Woody bothered the life out
of me. I felt sorry for him and
went around with him a bit when he
implored me to and threatenei to
resort to all the known forms of
suicide if I didn't. Then it be-
came too much for me, and I de-
cided to slraw a line across the
page. But I'm afraid I didn't go
about it in a nice way. I told him
I was extravagant and cared only
for luxuries, and that I could never
marry a poor man."
"And so, the conclusion we may
draw is that he played the hot ses
heavily in the forlorn hope of amass-
ing a sufficient fortune to overcome
your aversion to his poverty—and
that his bet on Equanimity today
was a last fling--
"Don't say that!" the girl cried.
"It's a horrible idea. but- it might
be true. And I don't want to hear
It-',
Vance continued to study her crit-
ically.
"Yea, as you say. It might be
true. On the other hand . . how-
ever, we'll let it paws." Then he
asked quickly: "Wits' telephoned
you today, just befure the Myer-
mont Handicap?"
"What has that to du with any-
thing?"
"And why were you se eager to
take the call cm the den phone and
shut the door!"
The girl teemed toewerd and
looked at Vance defliantly.
"What are you trying to get at?"
she demanded furiously.
"Are you aware," Vance went on,
"that the den downstairs is the only
room directly connected by wires
with this room up here?"
The girl seemed unable to speak
She sat pale and rigid.
"And do you know," he continued,
without change or intonation "that
the wires at this end of the line had
been disconnected? And are you
aware that the shot which we
heard downstairs was not the one
that ended Swift's life----that he was
shot in the vault off the hall, several
minutes before we heard the shot?"
"You're being ghastly," the girl
cried. "You're making up night-
mares—nightmares to frighten rue.
You're implying terrible things."
Vance held up his hand to stop
her reproaches.
"You misinterpret my attitude,
Miss Gruen'," lie said softly. "I
asked you, a moment ago, for your
Owls sake, to answer my questions
(rankly. You refuse. In (hone cir-
cumstances, you should know the
facts as they appear tc others." Ile
paused. "You and Swift were not
on good terms You knew, as did
the others, that he usually went up
to the roof before races. You knew
where Professor Garden kept his
revolver. You're familiar with guns.
A telephone call for you is perfectly
timed You disappear. Within the
next five minutes Swift is shot be-
hind that steel door. Another five
minutes pass; the race is over; and
a shot is heard. That shot could
conceivably have been fired by •
nievhamem. The buzzer wires up
here had been disconnected, ob-
viously for some specific! purpose.
At the titne of the second shot you
were at the other end of those
wires. You ii:most fainted at the
sight of Swift. Later you tried to
go upstairs . Adding all this up:
.you had a motive, a sufficient
knowledge of the situation, access
to the criminal agent, the ability to
act, and the opportunity." Vance
paused again. "Now are you ready
to be frank, or have you really
something to hide?"
A change came over the girl. She
relaxed, as if from a sudden at-
tack of weakness. She did not take
her eyes from Vance, and appeared
to be appraising him and deciding
what course to follow.
Before she managed to speak
Heath stamped up the passageway
and opened the study door. Ile car-
ried a woman's black-and ,white
tweed top-coat over his arm. He
cocked an eyebrow at Vance and
nodded triumphantly.
"I take it, Sergeant," Vance
drawled, "your quest has been suc-
cessful. You may speak out." He
turned to Zalia Graem and ex-
plained: "Sergeant Heath has been
searching for the gun that I . ed the
second shot."
The girl became suddenly ani-
mated and leaned forward attentive-
ly.
"After going over the roof and the
stairs and the hall of the apartment,
I thought I'd look through the wraps
hanging in the hall closet," said
Heath. "The gun was in the pocket
of this." He threw the coat on the
davenport and took a .38 gun-metal
revolver from his pocket. He broke
it and showed it to Vance and Mark-
ham. "Full of blanks—and one of
'em has been discharged."
"Very good, Sergeant," Vance
complimented him. "Whore coat is
this, by the by?"
"I don't kno vet, Mr. Vance; but
I'm going to find out pronto."
Zalia Graera had risen and conic
forward.
"I can tell you whose coat that
is," she said. "It belongs to Miss
Becton, the nurse. I saw her wear-
ing it yesterday."
"Thanks awfully for the identifi-
cation," returned Vance, his eyes
resting dreamily on her.
She gave him a wry smile and
returned to her chair.
"But there's a question still pend-
ing," Vance said: "--to wit: are
you ready to be frank now?"
"All right." She focused tier
gaze on Vance again. "Lemmy Mer-
ril. one of the various scions of the
horsy aristocracy that infests our
eastern seaboard, asked me to drive
out to Sands Point with him for the
polo game tomorrow. I thought I
might dig up some more exciting
engagement and told him to call.
me here this afternoon at half-past
three for a final yes or no. I pur-
posely stipulated that time, so I
wouldn't miss the running of the
Handicap. As you know, he didn't
call till after four, with excuses
about not having been able to get
to a telephone. I tried to get rid
of him in a hurry, but he was per-
sistent — the only virtue he pos-
sesses, so far as I know. I left him
dangling on the wire when I came
out to listen to the race, and then
went back for a farewell and have-
a-nice-time-without-me. Just as I
hung up I heard what sounded like
a shot and came to the door, to find
everyone hurrying along the hall.
An idea went through my head that
maybe Woody had shot himself—
that's why I went mid-Victorian and
almost passed out when I saw him.
That's everythinctiTo 
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Lace Spread That
Reflects Good Taste
wha',i you dream up your bed kw
cuieloily, you seek distinction—
the purpose of this lacy spread.
A true refieetion of your ewe
good taste is this stunning open-
work design, one 'sally achieved
by crocheting simple, single me-
dallions of string. A stunniair
  or table scarf, or per-
kyfire.i
7!,:v4ighs,
•4140‘4.
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Pi
chance a cloth could els° be your
choice. It may be done in sine or
a combination of (adore Pattern
1443 contains detailed direction.
for making the a% inch medal-
lion shown and joining it for a
variety of articles; illustration
of it arid of all stitches used;
material requirements, color sug-
gestions.
Send 15 cents in /damps or
coins (coins preferred) for this
pattern to The Sewing Circle
Needlecraft Dept., 82 Eighth
Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please write your name, ad-
dress and pattern number plainly.
— -
Trvetite Necipe
on the Weal
Blackberry Jelly.
3 cups 11'4 1101 1 juice
4 cup. II% Mt I sugar
1 bus powdered fruit pectin
To prepare juice, grind or crumb
thoroughly about 2 quarts fully
ripe berries, (not black cape).
Place fruit in jelly cloth or beg
and squeeze out juice. (If there is
• slight shortage of juice, add
small amount of water to pulp hi
telly cloth and squeeze again.)
Measure sugar into dry dish and
set aside until needed. Measure
juice into a 3 to 4 quart saucepan
and place over hottest fire. Add
powdered fruit pectin, mix welt,
and- oantirrtte--strmrtirtamit- nsiv--
two comes to a hard boil. At num
pour in sugar, stirring constantly_
Continue stirring, bring to a full
rolling boil, and boil hard le miss
ute_ Remove from fire, skim, pour
quickly. Paraffin hot jelly at once.
Mates about 7 glasses (6 fluid
ounces each).
001 IIMMIIS
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Sitt7W WH!TE PETROLEUM JTILY
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MALARIA
COLDS
TARPS first der
NCSE DROPS Headache. 36 ateala
• Itaa-uy.rwie"-w-arts- rust urawses
CLASIIFIED
DEPARTMENT
BUSINESS FOR SALE
TO RUT OR mina.
A BUSINESS OF ANY KIND ANIMISM,
.5•• ov Wno
VAT1OF WIDE! Brio! Niger. 5,605550 teem
Memphis New llirlean• ••• h miners*
Nashville 1.114.5e Knelt Jiteitnno Int&
• Offiiim• fa. it.., mug tam* emer room
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Sentinels
of Heatth
Don't Neglect Them I
Nature designed the Richey, to do •
'marvelous job. Their task is to how Illes
Riming blood stream free of aft omen al
toxic. impurities. The set of Divtep--44,0itsrlf—in constantly producing wad*
matter the kidneys mum nvennee Masa
the blood if good brutish 'edema
When the kidneys Is. to turnings so
Nature intended, then is re•teriiina of
maste that may cause body
-aide dia-
gram One may suffer lamming haek sae%
persistent headache, attack., of !NEFF/MIK
petting op nights, swelling. putilasim
tinder the eyea—leti tired, nerv,us. ail
morn out.
Frequent, sean'y or burning mumps
may he funheq evidence of kidney •
dtvIder disturbance.
The recognized and proper timatreia*
IP • di II DC le medicine to hero thr bebop.,
grt rid of cure., poinonnue body Imam
use noon's Pats. They have had memo
than forty years ef public arP,Iitgei A"en dorsed Um eonntrx,nent. elii
Sold at all drug mores.
DOAN'S PILLS
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Complete Play Ensemble
ticcmcm.
No. 1335
Whether you swing a racket or
watch the play front the side-
lines, you'll enjoy this I•oniplete
sumnser ennenible The dress with
swing skirt has a side closing that
can be fastened with buttons so.
with one of the long slide fasten-
ers in contrasting color. This play
ensemble equally smart on the
Giving and Asking
Ito
stip
amt.,
•f • iII
• , • , • • 1
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for'
oldte;
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,vtAN 77-4E
• TCIRPEOOES!
-ME JOYS ARE
JUST OFF OUR.
II L BOW!
FOND C;
Y0:-.1 CAN C L EAN
'EM AND COOK 'EM
YOURSELF ••• IM
NO HIRE
G121.
/ •
hem+ l'ou can take ofT the dress
as casliY es You would a .viap and
sun in your ishorts with halter to
mobil Pattern Includes desigii
for all four torero.
Barbara Bell Pollens No 1.135
is available for 141,04 12, 14. 10,
III am! 20. t'orresponsliiig bort
tneasiii em ell In 311, 32, 34, iii and
3i1 Sire 14 1321 requitals is yards
of 33 or 30 inch material for the
tour pieciss.
Send your order to 'The Sewing
Cuele Pattern Dept , Room 1020.
211 W Wacker , Chicago, Ill
IS of 1111101111, i t'0111/1 tin
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Foreign Words
and Phrases •
II flout s.tsice que d'appetit.
WI Hunger is the bent sauce.
Lis litem general tL ) Strife be.
gets strife.
Itommis est errare. ti 1 It is
common for man to err
ride. sed cut vide. 1,.1 Trust,
but API' whi,111.
Detur .lgtoiori. (1. 1 Let it be
go en to the 111111 I. worthy
ltesurgans. I. 1 1 shall rise
again
Presto Illation, presto toarcio.
M.) Soon ripe, Soon rotten.
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Scup:
Not to Say Impudent
One lousy not n ant a man to
"look iou sti might in the eye -
Those pm srou fast looks are some-
times impel tourist
If we have any Judgment. we an
want culture, and mu s gate le it Is
never eterted.
peopi• seldom crestit o man's
vit tue• as long iii he single
%
Really Living
If one enjoys his vocation, he
has got about the I'.' •t Ming then"
is lit life .1t1.1 it Iiunt
MiIrfled C11111111/111 who don't es•
pert toe much of marriage. nave
iliemsel.en a great deal et paw.
Ni “or !rally \1,1111,1 lel \ tit IP, he
only desires time enough to do the
things he irony wants to do.
A Murderer at Heart
An inipialsne moon swears when
he gets mad. many a self eon-
trolled one hoists his totigiiis and
commits non Act in his hcort
If you want personal reform In
men persuade them to it, don't try
to drive them. That was the Ins.
iaen.ely successful method of the
founder of Christianity.
in the ols1 days "liked"
to eat at the second table. There
Wan no Prim restraint on them.
TRY IT
Find out why
millions prefer
t hit Sp•CICII-
111.04 of fine
cooking fats to
silly other short -
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in two l,,tni• ,. in,I soli boll or 1,itt,
lat. ..and lost.,nt 010.10 in.t.intly in the cur It
is at unom•col, evy to rn,ka, de;i, iE us. Y,ti may ruse coffee
at firSt, hit after 30 days, you'll lore
Poston.' tot its (14we,
rich, full-bodied fla-
vor. I. p-r•d•act of
General Foods, DON'T BE A (31-00,41 --
offer •ttpires 0440. 31, 1937)
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Quality Rubba at Lower
Cost! • Move Efficient
Manufacturing! :own
Distribution Costs!
THESE SAVINGS PASSED
ON TO YOU IN THE FORM Alowtair
OF EXTRA  VALUES AT NO
EXTRA COST!
Is PLANNING your Fourth
of July trip, t v for the
SAFETY ot yourself and family by
replacing your smooth, worn tires
with a set of new 1. irestone Standard
Tires! 1. ire*.tone makes great savings
by controlling rubber and cow',
supplies at their sources, hy more
efficient manufacturing methods,
bv selling in such large volume that
distribut•  CAPIIII are lower. These
savings are passed on to you in the
torm of elnu
EIGHT EXTRA POUNDS OF
RUBBER tim c.. cry too lllll of
cord. I xtra value Al' NO
EX.I RA COST.
PROTECTION AGAINST
BLOWOUTS, because 
Dipping, that famous pa!ented
Firestone Proce...., makes t:icse tires run up to 25
degrees cooler. Ily this process, eters' fiber of every
cord in every ply is saturated and CI with pure,
liquid rubber. countcracting internal Irk t.  and
heat th .! ordinarily destroy tre life. Extra safety
AT Ni.) EX MA COST.
PROTECTION AGAINST PUNCTURES,
becau under the tread are two extra layers oh
Gum-Dipped Cords. I:xtra tire strength AT NO
EXTRA CO-'l.
PROTECTION AGAINST SICHDDING, because
the tre.A is scientifically desi!zsicd to prevent this
danger. Extra safeguard AT Ni.) EXTRA COST.
Don't talse chances is ith worn tires on your
Fourth of July trip. Join the I irestone SAVE A
LIFE Campaign today. Let Notir ocarby Firestone Dealer or
Firestone Auto Supply %Si Ser% ice Store equip your ear with a
set ot new Firestone Standard Tires-today's top tire value:
liven to the V,ti,e of Firestone /entwine Nicol/wet Sprott.
MoruiEty cninvs riirr r...f I .71 H. nc.!
DON'T RISK YOUR LIFE ON THIN WORN TIRES
DO YOU /Mow
THAT la•t
a, , t•ktit. 1. 4 .1 111(,1'..
111.111 39,000 men, women
and children?
THAT a million more %•ore
rtjaire‘l:
THAT mire than 40,00) of
these decithsanioniuries, ere
calve-a directly l's punctures,
blowouts and skidding due
to unsafe fires?
CiretiOn / 14,4 orMINI
5”, hr4 • rty.M.
to pan, 1110,4 bkuorts
ark! shad's&
flICNO '/"oU I sot -I
.1”, N. fir "tile,',. y
arta.n,it i4,6118•111,
taw tarsmand bloteorts.
tone
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TODAY!
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STANDARD
FOR PASSENGER CARS
4.50-2.1  $9.05
5.0049  10.30
5.50.17  12.50
6.00.16  13.95
6.25.16  15.65
HEAVY DUTY
4.75.19 $11.75
S.25.18 . 14.25
'firestone
SF:NT INEL
4.S0 I  $6.35
4.7s to  6.70
5.00- 7.20
.-Firestonecou RI ER
4.40.21  $5.43
▪ ct. 4.07
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Versatile Isles of Bermuda
Now Enter the Air Picture
"Opening of regular passenger
air service between the United
itates asoi Beinisida thinws the
aviation spotlight ifl IIIP tiny,
semi tropical Urinal% colony out In
the open Atlantic," nays a hull.
tin from the National tleographie
society.
"Versatile flarniusla thus adds
to its role of health, pleasure, and
yachting center, an important
tunetion as a 'stepping Atone' on
the projeeted southerti tt monition -
tic Air route," the bulletin con
tIntlen "Al ist resent. 1%etly the 771)
mile section betwero Port
ingtim, N. Y and Hamilton, Iter
mud., is in operation, and the
truffle In being shales! lir Pan
Anierleati Airways and the British
Imperial lot ve.t%
Uwe* Keene of Ilan, shiPwritclut.
"Although Rio mitts is AUP11 a
Way pinprick on the map of the
Atlantic ocean that riolio direc•
lomat beams ore needed to
guide modern flying boats to its
shores, in earlier days it was a
thorn in the side of mariners.
Sines. its diassoverer, Jihilt de Ber-
mudez, piled his ship up am ita
treacherous coral reefs in 1515,
Bermuda has been the scene of
countless shipwrecks, extending
down to last year when the Span-
ish liner Cristobal Colon was lost
of? North Rock.
"Channels d r • II g e d through
reefs, powerful lighthouses and
other navigational aids, however,
hav• virtually chin mates! heralds
to navigation, and holey thou-
sand/. of tourists (loin the United
States, Canada and Frigland visit
the little mid ocean island group
annually
"Industries are generally barred
in the islaiiils, yet Bermuda has
some of the largest and finest re-
%int hotels in the world, numer-
ous alums and stores, mut a per.
futti• faetory Of increasing 1111-
portanee is its export node of
Faster lilies mitt early vegetables.
Air Dane on Darrell Island.
'Pet 11.11111 the Ittitlit i 0111,1, kinum
recent (+tinge is the 111°W all' hillISP
1111 1)11trftl Im!.11111. 111 thi.
Molly Norodom, the capital One
end of thin iocky, vestal coveted
bit of land has been eleored. Two
concrete slinwaym run iip from the
blue waters of the sound to on
open 411111'la ber111e II huge Merl
anti glsis 4 hangar
'At the other end of the colony,
in St. tleorge's, the returning
traveler may notice huge liners
anchored within the almost land-
locked harbor of the ancient calls.
tat of Bermuda They have en
tested through the Towo cut, a
newly dredged channel, like a
mininture Panama canal, between
the main Inland of St. .:essrge's
and Paget island
'Across St Cleorge's harbor an
imposing new steel and concrete
Abiding Satisfaction
111,1 fountains sit obislIng
111St110114111111 are within No
outside well .'.on give U4 ths
waters of satinfiretion u
peace They have all beets
tried, 111141 111141 31111 W11111141 Val.
1'11011/411 tit try them 111111 No,
our well of 44111INNIA11111 11111?lt
one that is not endangered too
things of cii PR J
H Jowett.
True taste Is forever grow
ing, learning, reading, wor
laYing its hand epos'
Its Mouth he ose it is a •'
kited, casting Its elutes ft um
off Ms feet because it finds all
ground hilly.. -Ruskin
bridge now links St. David's, the
arrowroot isle, with St. tieorge'a.
"Bermuda will become lin even
more important our base when the
nouthern traiimullantio iiir It tip la
oil into ape, atinn. The nest tap
eantword on this route IS a 2,240-
mile pimp to Ponta Delgada, is
the Afores, followed by a 900 mile
hop to Lisbon, l'ortogal, and •
900 mile final lints to London
"Meanwhile ithins are going for-
ward for a north Atlantic him,
follow ing a projected route via
the Irish Free State, Newfound-
land, New Brunswick, and Mon-
or New York. Tins latter
'mite VI shorter than the Ber-
muda Arm I'M Portugal lune, b u t
has fewer days of favorable flying
weather
•
